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ABSTRACT 
This capstone project provided an ethnographic account on the HKICC Lee Shau Kee 
School of Creativity (HKSC) as an alternative schooling model in Hong Kong. Adopting a 
qualitative approach, the study aimed to give a thick description of the struggles and 
dynamics in three major aspects, namely: 1) discipline and everyday classroom interactions; 
2) creative processes and outcome; and 3) democratic participation.  
 It was argued that diversity was the most eminent feature in HKSC. The research first 
gave an overview of the complex mixtures of people in the School. Starting with the teachers, 
it was observed that the teaching staff held different views and orientations in their roles and 
functions. Further complicating the scenario, the students were just as diverse. Variations 
existed in their previous schooling experience, goal alignments, emotional stability, preferred 
learning modes, cognitive abilities, confidence and self-awareness. When the two parties 
interacted on a daily basis at the three major sites of contest, a range of situations occurred.  
 Disciplinary issues were often caused by misalignments of students’ individual goals 
and the provisions of the School. In other instances, teachers held stereotypes towards the 
students, which further developed into non-cooperative behaviours. The lack of mutual 
respect was found to be detrimental to discipline. Institutional constraints also gave rise to 
inevitable assessments that failed to cater the needs for certain individuals. 
 Creativity in HKSC was defined as having divergent thinking to solve a problem. It 
was democratic in nature, in a sense that it had social attributions in its formation and impact. 
The development of creativity involved acquisition of knowledge and skills and was also 
dependent on individuals’ experience and exposure. Hence, creative outcomes varied among 
students. Craftsmanship was a weaker concept in HKSC, revealing the precedence of interest 
or passion over persistent and focused skill development. In learning, students were socialized 
into the art world gradually. 
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 The interpretation of “democracy” varied over time. At present, the students were 
found to be inadequate in civic virtues and organizational skills while teachers had yet to form 
coherent and consistent planning for experiential learning. There were substantial grey areas 
in the scope and extent of democratic involvement too. 
 The research concluded by pointing out diversity and misalignment of goals as the 
major sources of conflicts and dilemmas. It was suggested that the School incorporated the 
value of respect to boost students’ self-worth and sense of belonging.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
THE COMMUNITY PARTNER 
 
Context 
 After the handover in 1997, post-colonial cultural policy of the HKSAR Government 
has joined in the trend of establishing a “global city”, acknowledging the importance of 
creative innovations in business, economy, culture and politics in maintaining a leading 
position at global level (Sassen, 1991). Creative industries have been identified as the 
“powerhouse of future economic growth (CreateHK, 2014)” and perceived as sources of 
future employment and export earnings. Notable “global city” projects include the 
establishment of Cyberport in 1999 to nurture the ICT industry (Communications and 
Technology Branch, 1999) and the ongoing development of West Kowloon Cultural District 
since 2013 (West Kowloon Cultural District Authority, 2015). Apart from the provision of 
infrastructure, government efforts have also been evident in the setup of CreateHK office, 
providing funding to projects such as CreateSmart Initiative, Film Development Fund and 
Design Incubation Programme (CreateHK, 2014). Nevertheless, these global city projects 
have been criticized for leaving both local cultures and public participation out of the picture 
(Ku & Tsui, 2008).  
Running in contrast to the top-down, fragmented, economic-driven plans of the 
government, local community and civil society have been substantially involved to advocate 
freedom of expression and creation, and arts and culture in everyday life from bottom-up in 
recent decade with equally influential rigor. There have been band scene in industrial estates, 
street music performances, the Cattle Depot revamp project and Oil Street exhibitions. Arts 
and cultural community has also joined forces in social activism, especially in reclaiming 
urban space and democracy. In political events such as the conversation of Queen’s Pier in 
2013, Express Rail Link controversy in 2009, Northeast New Territories development as well 
as the Umbrella Movement in 2014. Many of the participations in the above incidents have 
been the younger generation, implicating significant impacts of a growing arts and cultural 
community on young people in Hong Kong and the future of society.  
Seeing overlaps as well as disjuncture between what the government policies and 
community aspirations, here lies both potentials and tensions for art and cultural education in 
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Hong Kong. These issues serve as the landscape to which the Community Partner, HKSC 
resides. 
 
History, Vision and Mission 
 The Hong Kong Institute of Contemporary Culture (HKICC) founded HKSC in 
September 2006 in an attempt to provide an innovative, holistic education alternative to those 
who are “crazy about arts and culture”, preparing them for future tertiary education and career 
in the creative industry through art-in-education and liberal art education. It is run under the 
Direct Subsidy Scheme as a senior secondary school (Form 4 to Form 6) to actualize arts and 
creative education. Relocated to the permanent address at No. 135 Junction Road in Kowloon 
from the temporary campus on Ching Chau Street in November, 2007, the new premise was 
designed by renowned architect, Mr Ricco Yim and caters to the needs for classroom learning, 
artistic processes and open spaces, with facilities such as an auditorium, art gallery, theatre, 
music/visual art/dance studios, digital and technology lab, resource centre, sports facilities 
and library (HKSC, 2008).  
HKSC claims itself as a “serious space for learning creativity, culture and arts design” 
(HKSC, 2008). Albeit being a specialist school with a focus on arts and culture, it deliberately 
distinguishes itself from conventional exam-oriented mode of education, which emphasizes 
on practical trainings for academic subjects. Instead, with cross-disciplinary approaches to 
incorporate arts in education, HKSC aims to develop students’ artistic techniques, broaden 
knowledge on humanities, enhance critical thinking and encourage imagination, thereby 
stressing on a more comprehensive personal development (HKSC, 2014).  
Besides, HKSC prides itself in its freedom and participatory culture as a learning space to 
cultivate creative talents and potentials. According to the interview with May Fung, the 
former Principal, ideal of creativity lies in having diverse ideas to solve problems in personal 
life, work and society. The very goal of creative education in HKSC is therefore to empower 
students with the ability to solve problems in their lives creatively. Founders of HKSC believe 
that there is no problematic (as in “troublesome”, “deviant”, and “defective”) student. There 
are only students who do not know how to solve problems (used as a neutral term, as in 
“issues”). To empower them, students should be trusted as unique, autonomous individuals, 
instead of objects to be molded or contained, so that they can be aware of their very own 
existence in relations to the community they belong to, thereby having the confidence, 
ownership and motivation to take up responsibility towards life and public good. It is when 
people have passion and a sense of purpose, they start to be curious, experimenting and 
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motivated to acquire skills, perspectives and knowledge necessary to tackle issues in their 
own unique, creative ways while participating actively in society. Hence, the ultimate aim of 
education is that the diverse mixture of people, each with a reservoir of ideas to contribute 
and inspire, breed a more creative community through interactions, making society a better, 
accommodating place for each autonomous being.  
 
Curriculum and Learning 
HKSC is made unconventional largely by its dual curriculum. It runs in parallel the 
Diploma of Secondary Education (DSE) and its own Diploma in Creative Arts (DCA) to 
shape a multifaceted person with diverse future possibilities (HKSC, 2014).  
Like other local conventional schools, HKSC equips its students to prepare for the DSE 
examination in order to participate in the Joint University Programmes Admission System 
(JUPAS) upon graduation from senior secondary education. Chinese language, English 
language, Mathematics and Liberal Studies are the mandatory subjects. Comparatively, 
HKSC offers more comprehensive elective subjects on Visual Arts, Design & Applied 
Technology and Music, while Chinese History, Chinese Literature, Information & 
Communication Technology and Ethics & Religion are also available as complementary 
electives. DSE syllabus occupies around 62.5% of the total learning hours (HKSC, 2015). 
On the other hand, DCA was validated by the Hong Kong Council for Accreditation of 
Academic and Vocational Qualifications as QF Level 3 in May, 2014. It covers three major 
aspects, namely, 1) Creative Arts, 2) Humanities and Liberal Studies, and 3) Chinese & 
English Languages. The school-based Creative Profession-Oriented Programme (CPOP) is 
involved to provide professional and rigorous arts education. The four major creative arts 
aspects are 1) Design and Visual Communications (DVC), 2) Film and Digital Arts (FDA), 3) 
Multimedia Performing Arts (MMPA), and 4) Environmental and Spatial Studies (ESS). 
Students are also exposed to theories, history and philosophy. Assessments are based on 
project performances, creative outcomes, presentations and learning attitudes. They are not 
subject to any public examination and accounts for nearly 37.5% of learning hours. Language 
learning is the overlapping area between DSE and DCA, serving about 25% of total learning 
hours. In Form 4, students are able to explore all three creative arts aspects and specialize in 
one of them in F.5. Upon graduation in F.6, it is hoped that students can develop a Portfolio 
for future study in higher education institutes and career in the creative industries (HKSC, 
2014). 
 The dual curriculum design targets to promote both arts in education and liberal arts 
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education to nurture holistic visions and independent thinking. Artistic elements are utilized in 
lessons to reinforce objectives and motivate students. Apart from classroom learning, 
seminars from renowned artists, workshops, projects, critiques, exchanges and various other 
activities are conducted to allow “learning by doing” (HKSC, 2014).  
 
School Policy 
 Being a place geared for openness and exploration, school rules are minimal and are 
reflected in the 9 Student Development Principles and 10 Forbidden Behaviours. The 9 
guiding Student Development Principles driving school policies are: 
1) Crazy about Arts and Culture 
2) Proactive learning to enrich knowledge 
3) Happy and active participation 
4) Compassionate about people and issues 
5) Respect both individuals and community by balancing rights and duties 
6) Make good use of time and resources 
7) Use any channel to positively express ideas and suggestions, be creative and dare to 
take actions 
8) Establish healthy lifestyles 
9) Open-minded attitude towards things 
The 10 Forbidden Behaviours below are set up to ensure a better learning space for all: 
1) Disrespect teachers or students 
2) Wearing uniform inappropriately 
3) Smoking and taking drugs 
4) Using mobile phones and other digital gadgets without teacher’s approval  
5) Speaking foul languages 
6) Bullying and violence 
7) Deceit 
8) Disturbance or harassment 
9) Late, truancy and skipping school 
The above list serves as a general guide without specifying the details of each rule, thus 
allowing flexibility and further deliberation. No disciplinary consequences are stated either. 
The School encouraged teachers to provide suitable counseling, support, advice and warnings 
to students who have difficulty behaving according to the above rules. In worst scenario when 
certain behaviours severely affect others and the learning atmosphere, the School would 
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advise and help the students of concern to change to another more suitable learning 
environment (HKSC, 2014). 
   
Issues identified 
In the ninth year of establishment, the School is still experimenting ways to incorporate 
the core ethos into students’ mindsets and habits in order to fully achieve the vision of holistic 
education. Nonetheless, as much as some students are empowered by democratic school 
governance and the freedom in campus, such empowerment may not be able to work to full 
benefits at times, giving rise to inertia, resistance and disciplinary issues. Lack of self-
discipline is often mentioned in the annual plans as top development priority (HKSC, 2007) 
(HKSC, 2008) (HKSC, 2009) (HKSC, 2010) (HKSC, 2011) (HKSC, 2012) (HKSC, 2013). 
Issues range from destructive behaviours that would harm oneself or others, irresponsible 
actions that disturb and affect others, to wasting time and resources for the sake of fun or 
other trivial reasons. Adding to the self-management issues, stereotypes from outsiders and 
labels on arts students as “deviant”, “rebellious”, “unproductive”, “failure”, “chaotic” and 
“messy” imply an inherent lack of discipline too, further discouraging meaningful behaviours 
and learning. 
On the other hand, a school is an institution set up to achieve specific objectives. In a 
general schooling context like Hong Kong, discipline has always been a top concern. 
Standards, rules and regulations are made to ensure targets are fulfilled. However, rigid 
frameworks are criticized for its disempowering effects and reduce individuals to objects to 
be restricted and rendered to the same sets of features. The problem with discipline is that it 
often neglects that individuals carry differential developmental needs, skills, motivation, 
experiences and emotions, which lead them to a range of diverse attitudes and behaviours.  
The struggle of HKSC to strike a balance suggests a dilemma of setting up rules and 
regulations for disciplined behavior in a place geared for creativity. One intriguing question is 
how the school can impose certain flexibility in standards and rules to embrace diversity 
while empowering each student to engage in meaningful processes.  
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
Research on HKSC differs from conventional studies on mainstream secondary 
schooling, which are effective in portraying youth adaptation and rebellion under hegemony 
established. Fully aware of the pitfalls of rigid discipline, HKSC tries to work with a different 
regime of discipline by emphasizing on personal growth and self-fulfillment. As an institution, 
it has been doing much to promote free creativity from students itself. Hence, instead of 
romanticizing student resistance against schooling, the study on HKSC shall reveal an honest 
reflection of the dilemma for people who are experiencing a different school life and human 
creativity.  
When HKSC purports to simultaneously break conventions and deliver its education 
goals as an alternative schooling model, the issues at hand are thus: with the wide range of 
individual characteristics, regardless of teachers or students, what happen when they interact 
as a community? How do they get (or not get) along with each other? How do they achieve 
the goal of empowerment to make students compassionate, autonomous and creative 
individuals? What are the underlying enabling and constraining factors? Looking at the 
struggles in HKSC, this research strives to give an ethnographic account on the school life in 
HKSC with a focus on three major arenas: 1) the everyday school life and classroom 
interactions, 2) creative processes & outcomes, and 3) democratic participation, and their 
relations to self-discipline and self-fulfillment. This would allow us to understand the inherent 
conventions and conflicts arising from the democratic, creative ambience and school policies. 
Furthermore, it would also allow us to critically reflect the tensions and relations between 
autonomy, creativity, discipline and schooling under the context of Hong Kong. Last but not 
least, it is hoped that through identifying the differential needs of students and various 
beneficial institutional arrangements, light can be shed on how to enhance creative education 
and embrace diversity.  
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METHODOLOGIES 
 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
 Adopting a constructivist, qualitative approach, the research was conducted as an 
ethnographic study. Ethnography is a means to explore the culture of a group of research 
subjects from their native point of view with the researcher being present as a part of the 
culture over certain period of time. Qualitative interpretation allows the researcher to relate 
underlying intentions and concerns that inform actions, thereby uncovering the meanings to 
observed behaviours in the naturalistic contexts. This requires researcher to grasp the native’s 
perspective on his/her reality. Case sampling of the selected community assumes that there 
are diverse instances of certain phenomena related to the research questions will be 
encountered and examined, which cannot be known in advance. While quantitative research 
methods segregate phases of conceptualization, operationalize the variables with measurable 
indicators and analyze data as causal correlations; qualitative research relies on human 
subjects as interpretative agents. Research findings are thus not as generalized representations, 
but merely a narrative about the culture in question. It is important for researcher to 
distinguish between iterations and exceptions before drawing conclusions (Jensen, 2012). 
 The study on HKSC involves the genuine examination of dilemma in campus, where 
the related dynamics in everyday school life and creative processes are of highly invisible and 
informal nature. These data can hardly be quantified or operationalized by numbers. 
Conventions, conflicts and underlying tensions can only be interpreted through first-hand 
observation and participation in the field. Communications and interactions should be 
examined in its naturalistic reality, with regards to various intertwined factors. Seeing the 
nature of the research, the study should be conducted in a continuous, holistic basis over the 
specified research period, instead of segregating into phases of conceptualization or finding 
over-simplified causal correlations (Jensen, 2012). Based on the above reasons, the questions 
of interest are best operationalized with ethnography with the belief that humans and cultures 
are best understood by immersing oneself into the fullest possible context. 
 During the course of the ethnographic research, case studies were identified in the 
field and several techniques such as participant observation and in-depth interviews were 
employed.  
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 Case studies are the selection of one or a few contexts, regardless of individuals or 
events, in which most phenomena of interest can be explored in empirical detail. They are 
useful in understanding how singular individual or event is embedded in the interconnected 
social system. Apart from the cultural interest in the group dynamics, a larger purpose is to 
arrive at models or typologies with implications for other social systems (Jensen, 2012). 
However, particularly in this research, we are mindful in identifying incidents and behaviours 
as exceptional or recurring to avoid stereotyping and to respect the uniqueness of each distinct 
individual.  
 Initial fieldwork at HKSC targeted at formatting the scope of research and sampling, 
both of contexts and within contexts. Upon completion of such, data collection began with 
participant observation to capture the dynamics and texture. Observation refers to the efforts 
relying on all diverse sensory modalities to document various data through a continuous, 
long-term presence in a delimited locale. Through the immersion in the field, continuous 
documentation yields data in form of a thick description, so that the progress from 
observation, to inferences and conclusions become more transparent and valid. Details of 
social interactions are necessary to make implications for analysis, in order to validate 
whether an incident is part of a recurring pattern. Through participation in the field by moving 
around and communicating, the researcher collects first-hand data of “what is really going on”. 
However, given the observer role, one must be aware not to “go native” and stay as objective 
as possible (Jensen, 2012).  
 Interviewing sessions were arranged to tap into individuals’ perspectives on specific 
issues that would otherwise remain unarticulated due to practical consciousness. In-depth 
interviews are useful instruments because of the affinity to ordinary conversation. Speech is 
regarded as a common mode of interaction. Nonetheless, it is important to understand that 
speech and statements do not fully represent what people think, since people may not mean 
what they say or say what they think. This is especially true when dealing with young people, 
who may not be fully established to articulate their thoughts. Researcher should combine 
adequate observation and tease out implications of what, how and why certain statements are 
made by someone (Jensen, 2012).  
 On top of the above two main methods, documents and artifacts, such as publications, 
reports and assessment results, were also collected for analysis of the official discourse and 
supporting evidence to enrich data and give a more rigorous account of the whole picture. 
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OPERATIONALIZATION 
 
The Field and Case Studies 
 First impression from anyone on HKSC would agree that it was by all means a very 
spontaneous space consisting of numerous “worlds” simultaneously at any moment, 
sometimes wild, sometimes mundane. This indeed presented to the researcher rich empirical 
data that were both a token of good fortune as well as an overwhelming challenge. It was 
definitely not easy to make sense of all the happenings and draw thematic analysis from the 
vast. The need to limit the scope and sample suitable case studies was then of utmost priority. 
 In the study, Class 4B was chosen as the focus based on several reasons. Firstly, initial 
contacts with the informants reveals that 4B was a class of 24 students with diverse make-up 
and backgrounds, giving a large range of attitudes and behaviours. As Form 4 students, since 
they had only been attending HKSC for less than a year, the transition from conventional 
schooling to the new environment might still be ongoing. Both contexts constructed different 
degree of influences on the newcomers. It would be interesting to investigate into the 
struggles, changes and transformations throughout their first year in HKSC.  
Secondly, lateness, truancy and assignment submission issues were serious in Class 
4B. Classroom discipline were said to be challenging for most teachers. Their creative 
outcomes were considered as fluctuating, but not without potentials. In comparison, Class 4G 
was another class that was described as “therapeutic”, meaning that teachers found them 
rewarding to teach because of the positive interactions in class. Preliminary observations of 
the two classes were made and there was indeed a sharp distinction in learning atmosphere 
and hype, even the class was given by the same teacher. Upon seeing the discrepancies, it was 
decided that Class 4B would make a good case for us to capture as wide a range of qualities 
or phenomena as possible in regards to the research focus on classroom discipline and 
everyday school life.  
The third reason was based on convenience and snowball sampling. Given that one of 
4B’s CPOP tutors was my first few informants, I gained access to participate in ESS classes 
and Project Week with Class 4B. The ESS Project Week along with the Critique allowed me 
to track the creative processes within the campus at specific sites. This would contribute a 
substantial content in terms of the creative processes and outcomes. 
Fourthly, considering the fact that Form 4 would switch CPOP subjects every term, I 
would be able to observe one more creative discipline (DVC) in the semester thereafter and 
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also looked at video recordings of past creative works (MMPA & FDA), thus helping to 
determine whether there would be any differences in regards to creative outcomes.  
Lastly, some of the students in 4B were seen participated actively in the Student Voice 
Forums while others were found to be indifferent. Again, it would be worthwhile to look into 
how and why such variations exist in a class. This would hopefully lead us to insights on the 
democratic participation at HKSC.  
 
Population and Sample 
 As mentioned previously, Class 4B consisted of 24 students (7 boys and 17 girls) each 
with wide range of individual characters and backgrounds.  Revolving around them were 
teachers, Class Mentors and CPOP Tutors with equally diverse life experience, worldviews, 
knowledge and styles.  When seen holistically, it would be impossible to generalize any 
category or type to be represented by any individual interviewee. In this study, it would be 
more reasonable to regard individuals as possessing a bundle of various traits. These traits did 
not appear in individuals as concrete properties with sharp boundaries demarcating a yes-no 
distinction, but as a spectrum that might vary as the individuals evolved according to the 
contexts. As people with these variable traits interact, a number of factors came into play and 
resulted in complex chemistry. The research aimed at identifying such traits and factors 
instead of constructing any typologies.  
 Student interviewees were selected after a period of observation based on more 
apparent, on-the-surface characteristics, such as teachers’ comments on their overall 
performances, punctuality records, creative outcomes, talents, teamwork, participation and 
classroom behaviours. The guiding principle was to respect diversity and make sure students, 
in as wide a range as possible, were included in the empirical analysis. Six students were 
chosen to participate in an interview. Below is the brief profile of student interviewees: 
 
Name Sex Target Specializing CPOP Subject  
Emmy (Mimi) F MMPA 
Howard M FDA 
Mandy F FDA 
Ollie F MMPA 
Kevin M ESS 
Twinky F MMPA 
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As for interviews with the teaching staff, 4 teacher interviewees were selected based 
on their popularity among 4B students, their roles and subjects in charge, differences in styles 
and experience in HKSC. In addition, to learn more about the macro school policies and 
changes throughout the nine years, the ex-Principal and the Vice-Principal (DCA) were also 
interviewed.  
 
Data Collection and Analysis 
 Having introduced my purpose and reason of presence to the class and teachers 
formally at the beginning, I conducted overt participant observation on Class 4B for 1.5 
months from mid-March to early May. The period corresponded to second half of Term 3 and 
the first half of Term 4. I was able to experience major classes on the timetable, except for the 
electives when the class split. Following them to major school assemblies, I also observed 2 
Basic Literacy and 1 Student Voice sessions. I witnessed the whole course of ESS Project 
Week from 30th March to 2nd April, including the final Critique. Besides, I sat in some 4G 
classes and events, for instances, English and Chinese classes, as well as FDA Project Week 
Critique. After the Easter Holidays, I attended another CPOP subject, DVC class with 4B. 
Documenting as many encounters and dialogues as possible, I kept my hand-written notes for 
further analysis.  
 The 12 interviews were scheduled from mid April to mid July, with most conducted in 
April and May. Separate questionnaires were prepared for students and teachers (see 
Appendix - B). The interview durations ranged from half an hour to two hours and were all 
audiotaped. The recordings were completely transcribed for further analysis. 
 Coding exercise was done on the notes and transcribed materials. This was done by 
procedures of segmenting and categorizing the contents as basis for interpretation. 
Particularly, the analysis involved looking for patterns that emerged articulating them to 
define key concepts. In writing the paper, examples presented were selective but generally 
chosen to better illustrate near universal phenomena.  
 
Research Ethics 
All interviewees signed an informed consent form prior to the start of the interview 
session. They agreed to participate in the research, to be audio-recorded during the procedure 
and wished to be identified by name. However, since some of them expressed some personal 
experience and opinions that touched on certain sensitive issues, their privacy or might cause 
upsetting responses or discomforts to others in case of publishing, I felt obliged to protect my 
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informants by altering their names and some minor details of certain incidents in this written 
report and transcripts.  The audiotapes would be kept confidential and destroyed immediately 
after the completion of this assignment.  
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RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 
THE TEACHERS 
 
Conventional images of a teacher give us a person in an upright posture with a stern face, 
perhaps with a pair of old-fashioned glasses, dressed in neat attire, carrying textbooks and 
exercises around, ordering students with commands and to be addressed with utmost respect 
and obedience. Such intimidating, boring, authoritative figure could hardly be found in 
HKSC. In this liberal setting, not only did students enjoy freedom to explore their own 
identities, teachers were also given much lesser constraints in being themselves. Without 
needing to conform to a higher status that orders and to be obeyed, first thing visitors could 
notice was that teachers could wear anything as casual as T-shirt, shorts, sneakers, flip flops 
in a range of styles from sporty to bohemian. They blended in with the young students so well 
that sometimes it could be confusing for outsiders to distinguish. It also gave us a sense of an 
interesting diversity that the School tried to embrace and make good use of. 
“I made sure everyone would be addressed on a first name basis”, remarked May, the 
former Principal in the interview.  
There was indeed no greeting that required bowing and standing up while saying “Good 
morning, Miss” or addressing teachers formally by their last names. Everyone was called by 
his or her nickname, English name or any way they themselves preferred. Ideally, the School 
would want to treat every individual, student or teacher, equally without any hierarchical 
structure. It was only then could genuine interactions and learning occur between both parties. 
By this, it meant attributing equal rights in almost all aspects of school life. As an example, 
the lift was locked to prevent both teachers and students from using to save energy. It was a 
policy resulted from complaints of unfairness from students on why they were kept away 
from the lift because of environmental reasons while only teachers could enjoy the benefits. 
To be fair, the School decided that the students got their point and thus locked the lift unless 
there were special needs.  
 Being a teacher in HKSC was certainly no privilege, even though they were endowed 
with freedom like no other ordinary education institutes. They were also trusted with a 
challenging task as an educator teaching under a liberal setting, where the students were just 
as diverse, if not more, as they were among themselves. This section examines the complex 
mixture of personal features of teachers, including their beliefs, values, teaching methods, 
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style, experiences and backgrounds, as well as the overall teaching staff as an institutional 
organization. These descriptions allow us to see both consistency and incoherence between 
education ideals and actual practice, thus helping us to understand the underlying motives and 
values of how and why some teachers interact with students in a certain ways.  
 
Becoming The Renaissance Man 
“If I could choose again, I wouldn’t have let teachers who have undergone the so-
called professional education training or those who have spent too long in the traditional 
system in…But it’s hard to find someone who can handle classroom management and have 
passion in arts and culture to promote arts-in-education, especially in subjects like 
Maths…There are too few of them out there…People like Tin Ming and Dunet, they are so 
Renaissance…It’s rare and precious to have them in HKSC,” exclaimed May when asked 
about teachers in HKSC. 
Working towards promoting both arts-in-education and liberal-arts-education, the ideal 
teacher that HKSC was looking for was actually a “Renaissance Man”, who expertise spanned 
across a significant range of subject areas, enabling him to draw on a broad body of 
knowledge to solve problems and in teaching. Highly regarded as the very person to seek help 
from, be it DCA curriculum, school administration, student development or personal issues, 
Tin Ming was perhaps one of the closest to becoming the “Renaissance Man” who could 
always provide a solution and answer. He was always seen on campus, anywhere from the 
theatre, labs and studios, staff room, to where CPOP classes took place. One could easily tell 
he was a busy man as he was always walking and talking in a fast pace. Yet, he was always 
there, with a warm smile – a sign of dedication and commitment to the place and the students.  
A closer look would show that Tin Ming was actually handling much more than a 
teaching role required. At 7 p.m. during Project Week, he was asked by a student to 
participate in a video shoot. Tin Ming agreed without hesitation. He spent 2 hours counseling 
the Class Mentors on their frustration to deal with their students, whom he had no direct 
affiliations with at all. He was also much relied on within the school management, who 
valued his opinions a lot, even though the issue, such as whether or not to accept exchange 
opportunity offers and finding sponsorships, was out of his scope of duties. Others considered 
him as the ultimate resolution to conflicts.  
“Just a week before the Open Days, there was this argument. Teacher A asserted in 
front of the students that it should be mandatory for them to come back on Open Days. Taking 
leaves should not be allowed. In just the next second, Teacher B said in an ambivalent tone 
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that it was up to students’ own choice to come back or not. If students already had some other 
holiday plans for the two days, we could manage with the help of other students… I felt all 
eyes on me, teachers and students, waiting me to say something as one of the Vice-
Principals….Crazy!” said Tin Ming. 
Officially, Tin Ming was the Vice-Principal in HKSC in charge of the DCA 
curriculum. He was also the subject coordinator of MMPA, teacher of Liberal Studies and 
Arts History. 9 years ago in 2006, he started teaching in HKSC as a Chinese teacher. 
Throughout the years, he had taken up roles in more aspects such as teaching Liberal Studies, 
Performing Arts, being in charge of student development and finally taking over the school-
based creative curriculum. Prior to joining HKSC, he graduated from HKU with a bachelor 
degree in comparative literature and arts history, worked in education outreach and 
programming for the City Contemporary Dance Company, did a MPHIL research on 
contemporary dance development history in the 90s, got a postgraduate diploma in education 
and taught in a conventional school in Tuen Mun. He was now a Yoga teacher aside from 
teaching in HKSC. Combining knowledge on arts, participation in the arts industry and 
teaching in the field, he believed that education was a process of expanding from zero to 
everything and it should be a holistic development instead of a technical training. He did not 
think those with developed skills in arts and culture should be admitted, as there was little that 
the teachers in HKSC could train. However, for those with a genuine interest in arts and an 
open mind to pursue a humanistic vision, they would be able to broaden their perspectives to 
analyze and appreciate possibilities. It was hence a teacher’s duty to kick start the “engine” - 
provide an open learning space, the various perspectives to analyze and solve problems, and 
support for students to explore their potentials and interests with motivation, so that they 
could go on automatically. Things could be tedious and tiring when it involved failures to 
make a difference and contradictory thoughts from colleagues on how to handle these 
“problematic” youngsters. But Tin Ming insisted that there was a bright and beautiful 
potential for everyone behind all the negative issues that one got to deal with.  
To become another ideal Renaissance Man takes great efforts in continuous learning 
and a positive vibe to manage well, intellectually, physically and emotionally. Above all, it 
takes time and experience in face of the challenges and pressures of teaching at HKSC. 
“I was really emotional back then, some of them knew. One second I might be crying. 
The next second I might be laughing. But now I’m much more balanced and stable. I had to 
reconstruct myself at work. Or else I couldn’t solve the problems when they come to me. I am 
thinking of retiring now, step by step. Otherwise, I really can’t sleep soundly at night”, said 
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Tin Ming. 
Cooperation and teamwork are essential to make things happen. After all, a single 
person could not possibly take up all functions and roles of a school. Other than the ideal 
Renaissance Man, different teachers served distinct roles, presented opposing views and in 
turn affected norms to varying degrees. We are now going to look deeper into what 
constituted the teaching staff.  
 
Experimentations of Roles 
HKSC was not only a school for students to explore, it was also a space for teachers to 
venture into different ways of being a teacher. They were able incorporate their values, 
lifestyles and personality to work, reflected in how they dress, setting up of the turtle pond on 
3/F, staff room with doors always open for students to come and go… HKSC was not a 
typical workplace to start with. It was one that allowed trials and errors in teaching, in which 
teachers slowly build up their own core styles and methods in interacting with students. 
Amy joined the HKSC family right after graduation from her bachelor degree in Visual 
Arts in Baptist University and a postgraduate diploma in education (PGDE) in Liberal 
Studies. Being the new blood of the teaching force and comparing HKSC with the previous 
schools she attended or interned at, she observed that there were much less institutional 
constraints and administrative work. Most important of all, there was freedom and diversity 
crucial not only for students to learn, but for artists to continue with their own creative 
productions and bring artistic insights to students. 
“I agree that education should have no boundary. The teaching force should be able to 
touch on a spectrum of aspects, giving insights and helping students to developing in several 
directions. Newcomer teachers and those recognized in the industry should both be able to 
exert influence on students with different, yet important impact,” said Amy. 
Just as Amy suggested, teachers in HKSC came from a diverse range. In terms of 
background and experience, most teachers received a degree from a tertiary institution or 
higher. Majority of them were university graduate. Indeed, there were teachers who had 
undergone the traditional path of getting a degree in certain discipline, a PGDE training and 
went straight into the education industry. Most of these were experienced in teaching 
academic subjects and had worked at conventional schools before, thereby used to standard 
classroom management and techniques. There were also fresh graduates and younger teachers 
like Amy, who were products of the ordinary education system but had passion to teach in a 
more liberal and open setting. As for CPOP tutors, they were usually experienced industry 
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practitioners or artists who were still active in the field. Thus, they were able to convey latest 
information, perspectives, networks and opportunities to the students. Many of them found 
the way to teaching as an eventual outcome that served as a way to contribute back to the 
industry and foster new talents in an age when arts and cultural education was deprived in 
Hong Kong. Some felt that the freedom and vibrancy gave them “better energy” – a result of 
less constraints imposed than a typical company. It was also a stimulating space for co-
creation, gathering artists, knowledgeable people and students together in a cluster for many 
possible collective actions.  
In terms of roles, one might be a Class Mentor taking care of a designated class. One 
might be a teacher in charge of a subject covered in the DSE. One might also be a CPOP tutor 
in MMPA, FDA, ESS or DVC. More experienced ones might need to take up management 
and development roles, overlooking the school administration, curriculum, student 
development, career and other opportunities. In some instances, some teachers might be 
taking more than one role in an academic year. There were also distinction between fulltime 
and parttime teachers, with the latter being more flexible on working hours and are free to 
engage in external commitments, usually their own creative productions and civil 
organizations. The mixture of these was different degree of affinity and impacts on students at 
different occasions and in different ways.  
 Next, there were significant differences in terms of teaching methods. As the School 
diverted from the common exam-oriented syllabus, which aimed to equip students with 
examination skills, teachers could incorporate more elements into teaching to elicit interests. 
There was no standard textbook and each lesson was structured according to the subject 
matter, learning needs and nature of the class. Going along with the philosophy of arts-in-
education and liberal-arts-education, some teachers were confident to utilize films and 
literature to link up with the subject matter with captivating effects. Some teachers tried using 
popular culture such as pop songs and advertisements, in hope of capturing attention, but 
encountered an unforeseen generation cultural gap and indifference. Some really enjoyed 
debates and discussions on issues, from personal love affairs to the earthquake in Nepal. 
Some believed that actions spoke louder than words and organized outings to places like a 
graveyard, a mine or an old village, let students ask questions and seek answers themselves. 
Of course there was also the more traditional “practice-make-perfect” notion of doing 
exercises and assignments, which took tremendous efforts in convincing the students to do so. 
Certain reflexivity was required in classroom, to be able to switch from one material to 
another, from theories to practical session, or from a lecture to a discussion, depending on the 
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dynamics. Seeing that it was highly experimental to run a lesson, there were inevitably both 
success and unsatisfactory responses from the students.   
On top of this, a larger variation could be seen in how they construed their 
orientations. Christo, who had worked in design and architectural field, always emphasized on 
the professional standards and core principles in her ESS lessons.  
“There are certain attitude problems and values that I hope they can face head-on. 
When I stress on the professional requirements, they do listen, as they anticipate working in 
the industry in the future. They see me as an experienced senior so they want to know. It’s 
better than saying what they should do. They won’t listen,” explained Christo. 
Assessment criteria and guidelines were clear and structured in black-and-white. “It’s 
also about fairness. In case they want to know why they don’t deserve higher grades, I can 
easily explain why,” continued Christo. “It’s impossible to not influence students with a pre-
set framework. My influence is on their attitudes with my standards, self-discipline and how I 
treat people. But these won’t be imposed forcibly and they can always decide and choose 
their own ways… For me, I position myself as a resource for them, who happen to be more 
experienced in life than they are at the moment. They’ll encounter many different people in 
life later on to help them discover themselves and find their own ways.” 
Christo deemed it reasonable to maintain appropriate distance to her students, 
deliberately not getting too involved emotionally. Nevertheless, majority of my observation 
suggested authentic friendships between teachers and students. I saw teachers who always 
shared snacks and had lunch with students. I saw Class Mentor who attended ESS lesson with 
his class side by side, learning and making models with cardboards together for the whole 
semester. I saw them engaged in deep conversations. I saw the teacher lend a shoulder for the 
student to cry on. I saw them joking and making fun of each other in foul languages. I heard 
stories about how a teacher supported his student financially and spiritually through the 
painful process of abortion after an accidental pregnancy.  
“It is like being a nanny, 24/7, taking care of their everything, including their family 
issues, breakups, or many other aspects. You know they trust you. They really trust me,” said 
Ger.  
The boundary of getting and not getting involved was certainly not well defined. In 
extreme cases when the teachers and students got too close that it became parenting, 
especially for those students coming from a broken family, they easily projected the role of 
their parents onto the teacher. Upon graduation, it became an extremely painful experience as 
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the students were overly dependent on the teacher without learning how to stand on their own 
feet. 
These were teachers who tried to please students by giving constant care and attention, 
sometimes prioritizing their needs and preferences above all. There was also another type who 
were there to impress. These teachers were not as caring and patient emotionally, but had 
overwhelming charisma over the young students. Drawing from their own life stories and 
broad body of knowledge, they were able to initiate substantial discussions and got students to 
think and express more about the related topics. They were confident and charmed the 
audience. They could be strict and challenging, upfront about their requirements and got a 
take-it-or-leave-it consensus right at the beginning. They could be as daring as throwing back 
a soft flip flop back at a student after the student threw something during a tantrum, just to 
demonstrate how it felt to deal with a self-centered person. Though in person, they secretly 
found it difficult to just chit chat with their immature students.  
Flexibility was also present for the teachers to participate in altering the institutional 
framework. For example, there were different mechanisms to divide fresh Form 4 students 
into classes every year.  
“This year, 4A was made of those from more renowned secondary schools with better 
academic results. Yet, they ended up having a lot of conflicts and arguments, since they were 
more arrogant and instrumental. 4B was supposed to be second best and they were interested 
in literature. Yet, they ended up being the most problematic in discipline. There were more 
SEN (“Special Education Needs”) students in another class, thus having two more 
experienced Mentors for them. The rest was evenly distributed among the remaining classes. 
4G was one of this case, but surprisingly the chemistry was really good among them,” said 
Davis.  
In the case of 4B (details to be elaborated in the following sections), ideas were raised to 
reform the class, separating the pupils randomly to other classes, so they would be exposed to 
other peer influence. It was also suggested to have a “Mentor Exchange Programme”, in 
which two classes swapped Class Mentors starting in F.5 to see if there could be better 
communication and relationship.  
 
It’s More Than Just Teaching 
Nonetheless, there were constraints to an absolutely free experimentation. Back to the 
case of Amy, she was assigned to be VA teacher in the beginning of the year. She was also a 
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Class Mentor of 4B. The dual responsibilities brought her quite a struggle throughout the 
year.  
“I feel that teachers for academic subjects, since they had longer period of interacting 
with the pupils, they’re more advantaged as a Class Mentor. Not every student takes Visual 
Arts. I really have limited time with them. But the School decided that VA teacher should be a 
Class Mentor too, as an artist could give special insights to them. Then I think, is it really 
necessary to be a Class Mentor to do mentoring? There are still insights when they reach us 
in VA classes… It takes extra efforts and time to be a good Mentor as a VA teacher… On the 
other hand, it’s really frustrating to repeat the same materials when teaching VA… As an 
artist, I need constant input and inspiration to have new ideas from producing my own 
creative work. But mentoring has taken up my energy. Even when I’m back on weekends to 
the studio, I can’t focus on making my ceramics. All my mind is on preparing classes, 
cleaning up the studio, settling materials…” said Amy. “I want a studio of my own. Some 
teachers can really work here, but not me. They are the parttimes. But they don’t have to be 
Class Mentor and just have to prepare a class, working only 2-3 days a week. Nor do they 
think they need to execute activities, open days, exhibitions etc like a fulltime teacher. There 
was not enough communication and cooperation in the first place. It would be good if 
management could clearly state that all teachers in creative arts should be parttime without 
having to involved in administration and that more fulltime should be hired to execute things. 
But no, they didn’t. DSE teachers and CPOP tutors should have better communication. 
Sometimes SBA assignments and Projects due dates clash with each other; so are some 
activities organized. Where do you expect the students to go? Both events are good sources of 
learning. But then CPOP tutors are not always here, even in the meetings. So they don’t know 
the details of what are going on…” 
At the heart of Amy’s frustration, we can identify a few reasons why teachers were not 
able to perform at their best. Firstly, workload could be heavy for a fulltime teacher, who had 
to support their Mentees, design class contents and materials, give lessons, execute events and 
activities… In addition, it was challenging to devise a lesson to fulfill arts-in-education for 
some. Not only did it require extra time and effort to structure something new, teachers 
needed constant input and stimulation to draw on relevant knowledge of arts and culture. By 
this it meant that teachers had to be creative too and get exposed to new ideas and inspiration 
from everyday life. But when they were occupied with schoolwork and taking care of the 
pupils, this became more difficult. 
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A remedy for this might be to increase inter-disciplinary collaborations by working 
closely with teachers/tutors of another subjects, which led us to another problem – the lack of 
communication between teams. Logistic clashes of assignment due days, activities or events, 
overlapping contents in certain subjects like VA and CPOP were evidence of such. When 
management held ambiguous stance of how to position certain roles and their job duties, e.g. 
whether or not they had to attend meetings, involve in school events, devote in 
mentoring…etc, it produced confusion, burdens and complaints of unfairness that might be 
harmful to a potentially good teamwork.  
“It seems like many ideas were proposed but things just aren’t being executed. It’s not 
because we have very different values, we have always been having different values right 
from the start. For now though, it seems like each team is so focused on their expertise, but 
the atmosphere of ‘togetherness’ is gone. For example, teachers within the Liberal Studies 
team collaborated very closely, but we had no chance of working with other teams. Academic 
discipline and CPOP are so separated that they don’t know what each other is doing. That’s 
not good. But it’s not so bad. At least it’s better than schools with super difficult politics,” 
remarked Ger.  
 
The Mentorship vs. Developmental vs. Managerial Debate  
Central to many of the differences in attitude was the Mentorship vs. Developmental 
vs. Managerial mindsets. Certain teachers, especially the artists, viewed themselves as a 
mentor and particular students as mentees involved in a mentorship (which is different from 
that of the “Class Mentor”). The mentor identified traits of potential talents in a few students 
and built relationship with them. The mentees were advised, counseled and trained, absorbing 
the worldviews and techniques from their mentors. This was similar to learning from a master 
in his own private studio. Generally having an extremely liberal orientation, the mentors 
believed in absolute freedom and despised discipline, thus allowing maximum autonomy for 
their mentees to live creatively and explore with extremes.  
This created concerns for other teachers who did not share the same beliefs. For 
instance, a gifted student was fond of MMPA with strong passion in music performances and 
performing arts. He lacked incentive in other DSE subjects and was destructive to the learning 
atmosphere of his class by either being extremely hyper or giving up every assignment or 
discussion. His poor attitude and attendance led him to a case meeting. All teachers agreed 
that he should not be staying at HKSC, but his MMPA tutor insisted keeping him on the 
ground that he had talents. His presence continued to bring troubles for other teachers while 
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he missed out the chance to broaden his knowledge on some basic languages and humanistic 
subjects. To the mentor, this was acceptable, considering it natural for artists to be focused on 
his strengths. To other teachers, the disciplinary issues were hard to tackle. To some who 
believed in a holistic education, they held opposing views that stressed the necessity for these 
students to learn beyond their own narrow field of interests. 
Apart from the above mentorship mindset, there was even a more heated debate (教好
「學生」還是教「好學生」) on whether HKSC should aim for “teaching a student well (教
好一個學生)” or “teaching a good student (教一個好學生)”. The debate was most evident in 
the stances towards admission and discipline. In general, teachers were divided into those 
who took on a developmental perspective and those who took on a managerial perspective. 
The “developmental camp” regarded themselves a living resource with knowledge and 
experience for students to access freely. Teaching was not a one-way transmission of a 
restricted set of skills and information, but an interaction that could touch on any aspect. They 
understood that classroom dynamics were a result of multifaceted factors, including their own 
presentation and students’ personal preferences. Any disrespectful or ruthless behaviours 
must originate from their emotions, insecurity, fear or distrust, which must be looked into 
instead of punishing them. Internal, personal issues should be tackled not using authority but 
with time and patience so that the young ones could grow and mature. They were careful not 
to label students as “deviant” or “problematic”, as they were aware that perceptions could 
became reality. As long as there were resources to cater to every student, everyone would 
have the potential to be motivated and creative to produce meaningful learning outcomes. 
Hence, they were in favour of admitting any student as long as they were genuinely interested 
in arts and culture, regardless of low skill levels and poor academic results. There were no 
inherently “good” or “bad” students. 
On the other hand, the “managerial camp” was concerned about the hazards of deviant 
behaviours. Influenced by the commercialization of education, they had a strong 
determination to deliver pre-set targets, such as objective-setting for learning outcomes in a 
subject over a period of time, expectations on improvements in behaviours and attitudes, and 
achieving the attendance or passing rates as the DSE/DCA certificate required. They believed 
that students would learn from consequences of their actions, thus using instrumental 
measurements and records to judge and execute discipline. Alternatively, they would try to 
please students by establishing certain boundary of tolerance as in a bargain. As a result and 
seeing there were increasing applications in recent years, they preferred to admit those with 
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better perceived conduct and ability, which could minimize workload on tackling disciplinary 
issues and build reputation for the School. Their perspective was considered necessary for the 
survival of HKSC as an education institution. 
This debate of effectiveness (to solve problems at its roots) against efficiency (to 
deliver objectives by eliminating deviance) shall be elaborated more in the sections ahead. As 
a closing to the introduction to teachers at HKSC, we return to the incident regarding the 
Open Day as Tin Ming mentioned. Teacher A, perceivably from the “managerial camp”, 
accused the students for taking leave during Open Day. It was their fault to go on vacation 
when the school calendar had specified the event much earlier.  
Teacher A was blaming and scolding the pupils in public, saying “This is your 
responsibility and you fail to do this and that. You’ve breached a serious code here”. Tin 
Ming, who claimed himself to be one of those in the “developmental camp”, rationed, “At the 
end of the day, nobody mentioned to the students that Open Day was about the School, about 
the students, about the students embracing the School. They loved the School so much that 
they wished to tell the public about it. But we didn’t create such platform - making them feel 
obliged to come back, do something and feel happy about doing it. There were only two 
sayings – either it was your fault if you didn’t do something when you should have; or it 
didn’t matter at all if you didn’t do it.” 
 Coming from different standpoints, the underlying conflicts and cleavages within the 
teaching staff were seemingly more challenging than they first appeared.  
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THE STUDENTS 
 
 Students in HKSC came from everywhere. The multiplicity of personalities, 
backgrounds, capabilities and intentions made it difficult to tell a systematic categorization of 
the young people. Instead of providing descriptions on a few, delimited types of students, this 
study examined the range of qualities present in the pool of our research subjects. The 
qualities possessed by them were certainly not limited to those mentioned below, as it would 
be impossible dwell on each person. However, these selected observations should be useful in 
understanding the conflicts and dilemma mentioned in the following sections. It is advised 
that readers imagine each quality as a spectrum on which individuals occupied varying 
positions at different situations, instead of dividing them into two opposite poles.  
 To start with, even though HKSC was a senior secondary school, the age range of 
students could cover that of the whole normal secondary school, spanning from less than 13 
to over 22 years old. Given the different levels of maturity, one could picture the huge 
number of possible dynamics. Most of them came from conventional secondary schools in 
search of an alternative schooling experience, with interests or abilities in a particular kind of 
arts. Although some quitted their original schools, in which were not bad in performance, for 
the pursuit of a more liberal and/or arts education, majority of the HKSC students had been 
outcompeted or expelled because of poor academic results or serious disciplinary issues. 
Some even had criminal records and were sentenced to prison prior to returning back to study. 
There were also repeaters of Form 4, either rejoining HKSC after exploring other 
opportunities outside, or from higher forms in other schools, determined to try a different 
path.  
 
An Introduction to the “Legendary 4B” 
 “It’s good that you have chosen to study class 4B. They are an interesting class with 
sparks – special in a sense that they can represent the diversity of the whole School,” 
commented Christo. By this point, I had heard a few teachers referred 4B as the “legendary 
4B”, but yet to discover about them in depth. 
 Mimi was a girl in 4B, who was the near-ideal student that the HKSC’s 9 Student 
Development Principles and 10 Forbidden Behaviours portrayed. Comparatively, she was the 
most mature student who was able to articulate her thoughts well enough to share her critical, 
candid observations on her class.  
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“There are of course people who come here to just to ‘hea (hang around)’. We are the 
‘Legendary 4B’. They say we are the hardest to deal with because we are the most energetic - 
so hard for us to concentrate. But I think we are changing. We are definitely bad at academic 
subjects. But if it’s related to arts, for example ceramics, MMPA, CPOP disciplines… We are 
trying our best. Some of our ideas are awesome. More awesome than other classes. MMPA 
performances of our class were great. I don’t understand why the teachers seem like they are 
looking down on us. It’s just because we are more energetic and hyper at times. Together we 
have low concentration and get distracted. But if we really want to focus, we can. Our class is 
an awesome class in my opinion. We are united and harmonious, unlike other classes – we 
can talk to each other sincerely and openly,” argued Mimi.  
“For those ‘hea’ classmates…Kevin and Cami... They don’t particularly like going to 
school, but not resistant to it. I think they just haven’t found their special place at school like 
me at Dam Shui’s room (for making wood work)… It’s not they don’t have abilities. For 
example, Mandy, she draws really well and is good at handicraft, but she is influenced by 
peers like Canice and Mia to ‘hea’, wasting time on stupid stuff or dating others. The boys, 
though sometimes too hyper and noisy, but you don’t have to worry about them, they are the 
music guys, Nick and Ashton. Long wants to be a designer. Chun wants to go into University 
– at least it’s a target, though he is a bit head in the clouds lately as he is dating Cami. Ollie, 
she works really hard and must develop her career in ballet. Twinky has so many skills such 
as Chinese Opera – no problem for her… Pete – piano, Loky – drawing comics. Kangie, 
Catherine, Katy…. Not sure about them – they are mysterious.” 
“But I do observe some absurd behaviours in our class. Alicia… she is the worst. And 
Ashton – he has many negative emotions at times. He will just have lunch alone even though 
he is really close the boys, looking sad and not showing his usual smile. If you look really 
close you’ll be able to see. But people get occupied with themselves. This is why Alicia and 
Klaire are hated by so many – they are so self-centered and have little considerations to 
others. I have my sad moments but I’ll not transfer it to others. Everyone has his struggle. I 
just want to treat everyone better, especially HKSC is a place I love. Lots of people have 
emotional issues here,” concluded Mimi.  
While Mimi gave a concise overview of her class, it is also worthwhile to explore how 
the students were typed in the eyes of the teachers into sketchy categories.  
 A typical rationale was to categorize based on passion for arts and learning, in relation 
to their personalities and patterns of behaviour: 
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 “One type of students is those who have a clear goal, determined to be part of the 
creative industry in the future,” said Christo. “For those who really like learning and arts, 
they either are hidden and doing their own stuff; or are really expressive, they let you know 
what they are doing and like to seek help from others,” said Ger.  
“There are students who have tried and found that they are not that interested in arts 
and culture. They present themselves as such and pretend that they are very engaged in front 
of others, but they are actually not,” said Ger. For these students without a clear goal, they 
would participate in the daily routine to various extents. However, some would become 
disengaged eventually. “They will hide forever, not attending school or becoming anti-social. 
You’ll need a lot of time to find them and know what’s wrong. Very often they are the invisible 
ones that we miss,” said Ger. 
Another interesting proposition was the varying impacts of traditional schooling on 
individual students: 
 “There are indeed some traditional students, who are afraid of stepping out of the 
conventional framework in terms of learning and thinking. They can deliver, but not works 
that can ‘wow’ people. We are having more of them now,” said Christo. “These people they 
may still be influenced by the previous schooling model or certain degree of distrust that 
learning can be a happy process. They won’t do anything rebellious. They’ll pretend they are 
listening and be obedient. But they’re not really that passionate about learning and arts,” 
said Ger. In contrast to these stable but mundane pupils, the teachers also observed the 
existence of the increasingly rare and bold ones. “Sometimes they can be really emotional, 
rebellious and outrageous, but they really have passion in creative works.” 
There was certainly some validity in their typing, as there were features that I could 
easily relate to particular students. However, as I took on a more microscopic approach, 
taking into account the dissimilar motives and thoughts behind each student, I found it 
difficult to just put them into any of the above categories, which were too narrowly defined. It 
was then I decided to break down their underlying orientations, in hope that more dimensions 
could be added to enrich our understanding on the diversity. 
 
Previous Schooling Experience and Distrust in the Education System 
The reasons why students had chosen to study in HKSC reflected inadequacies in the 
conventional schooling system. Firstly, there was the problem of insufficient resources to 
cater to every learning need, with priority given to deal with the public examinations.  
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“I always like to draw, though I don’t do it often. My previous is school if the most 
ordinary of ordinary. They only have VA from Form 1 to 5, but it was boring. There’s even no 
VA in F.6 because they said we should focus on public examinations, doing mock papers and 
tests… I don’t know… I don’t know. I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do there,” said Mandy, 
who was supposed to be promoted to Form 6 but later found out the presence of HKSC, 
applied immediately and repeated Form 4 in the School this year.  
While Mandy felt that she was left unfit and option-less in her previous school, Mimi 
shared the same sentiment and criticized the rigid curriculum for training students who failed 
to be imaginative and different.  
“I wanted to study arts but I hated the arts teacher. She would just modify your drawings 
without asking. She helped you draw what she deemed suitable! And she had prejudice 
towards me – she liked only the boys. Staying there is like fulfilling and guessing what others 
want, instead of following my heart, doing something out of the box. I only live once! I just 
don’t want to follow the path of taking public exams, go into University and then landing in 
an ordinary job. Those people are molded from the same framework – only know how to 
recite materials but no creativity at all! Those with DSE 5**, I really appreciate their hard 
work, but not their way of thinking, which only excel within the framework but nothing 
outside of it,” said Mimi.  
The formal education system was regarded as instrumental in preparing for examinations 
of a circumscribed syllabus, leaving no room for alternatives and stressing those who found it 
difficult to adapt. Ollie, coming from quite a prestigious school in Sha Tin, confessed that she 
suffered from anxiety, which was worst when she was Form 3. “There were too many subjects 
and I couldn’t deal with it. Always so stressed. I had to go see the social worker even during 
classes,” said Ollie.  
Howard, a boy particularly cynical of learning in his previous school, also remarked at the 
suppression of curiosity, “DSE… It’s something tangible and framed so you can achieve 
something in the exams, whereas here we are learning something intangible but important to 
solve problems. I just think the conventional system is retarded. So weird – why can’t we use 
mobile phones? You can’t get answers from asking questions like this. Weird logic! You have 
to be attentive in class. If you use your mobile, you can’t be attentive. But people are still not 
listening when you ban mobile phones. The teachers keep on saying while the class keeps on 
being noisy. And you can’t argue with the teachers there – they always win, even though you 
have valid reasons and ground. OK, even if they know you’re right, they’ll just say ‘OK I’ll 
let you go this time. Don’t do it again.’ Crazy!”  
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 Previous schooling experience also affected how the students perceive hierarchy, 
status of teachers and their own autonomy. Howard was obviously defiant of the hegemony of 
teachers over students. He expressed that he could “have more space to be himself”, “engage 
in arguments and discussions of issues fairly and openly” and “have a more-or-less equal 
status with teachers”. He rationed that students should have the autonomy in learning. 
Nevertheless, the traditional image of teacher was somehow imprinted on his other 
classmates, who might still subconsciously considered themselves passive objects to be taught 
and disciplined.  
 “I hate hearing foul languages or seeing people with outrageous hair styles or smoke. 
I heard students saying dirty words to teachers. Absolutely unacceptable and that disrespect! 
As a student, we shouldn’t challenge teachers and should obey. I’m always being told that I’m 
too ‘traditional’ and ‘obedient’. But I think that’s basic respect and attitude,” said Ollie as 
she compared HKSC with her previous school.  
 This was not only evident in those coming from Band 1 schools, the perception could 
be planted in the minds of those coming from the lower-ranked schools. Kevin, who was one 
of those people with mouthful of swear words that Ollie felt uncomfortable with, believed that 
a teacher should have the ability and experience to dominate over the students. He explained 
that it would be more reasonable for teachers to be older. “It’s fucking ridiculous that a fresh 
grad can be a teacher. Even though I don’t fucking know the materials myself. But it’s just not 
right. No experience and of course students will poke fun at them. They won’t listen to you, 
even fuck you around, upfront!”  
 The underlying notion of his ranting speech was a belief in hierarchy of status in 
which students resided at the subordinated level. After all, these students had spent a number 
of years studying under the formal education system. They had yet to adapt to the new 
learning environment, which emphasized on students’ on initiative to learn what they wanted 
to learn by proactively seeking resources available, including the teachers. In the HKSC 
context, instead of thinking politeness as an obligation in front of a “superior” capable of 
instilling disciplinary consequences, respect should be given to any individual based on 
equality.  
 
Perceptions and Reactions to Labels 
Several students reported that they had to deal with resistance from parents prior to 
applying for HKSC.  
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“My mom perceived HKSC as the place where all the bad students go to. She knew I 
was stubborn so she did it in a soft way. She kept trying to stop me, always persuading me not 
to come here. She said there were no school rules and people would fight with each other – 
just don’t go. But eventually she let me try. And she just accepted. At least I didn’t change a 
lot, like being MK or full of swear words. A lot of things that she predicted haven’t happened. 
Then she got less worried,” recalled Howard. 
It was inevitable for parents to have concerns over the academic performance, conduct 
and discipline of the School because most of them were not used to studying in liberal setting, 
not to mention arts. Public’s stereotypes towards students in HKSC were present and could be 
felt by the students themselves, eliciting both positive and negative responses.  
“The students from the school nearby see us and stay away from us, saying that 
‘HKSC students are really bad and poor in results…’ I’m really worried that I will become a 
bad student and have poor DSE results. I think I am much more ‘hea’ now…” said Ollie. Her 
best friend, Twinky added, “I had a friend from my Chinese Opera group who wanted to join 
HKSC too after knowing I did. Then our coach heard us and said, ‘Don’t go to HKSC for 
arts. The pupils always smoke and dye their hair. You can have better choice’ I was really sad 
at that moment.” 
Ollie fought hard to reject the negative labels by maintaining her high self-discipline. I 
caught her being late once in the morning. She burst into tears when she saw Amy, her Class 
Mentor and cried, “I don’t want to be late… I have never been late. I don’t want to be seen as 
a bad student. It was because of that guy who jumped in my queue as I was waiting for the 
minibus!” Ollie was quite an exceptional case in her class where the average late count was 
20. She related “bad student” with not being punctual and was apparently much reluctant to 
be labeled as such, showing her determination to fight off the stereotype on her. Apart from 
punctuality, she had strict requirements towards herself in academic subjects too, requesting 
her mother to pay for extra tuition classes outside to prepare for DSE examinations. 
Unlike her friend who chose to defend, Twinky seemed to have internalized the 
stereotype and tried to hide herself from others unintentionally at the beginning. 
Subconsciously, she judged her classmates as deviant and coped by isolation. “I thought of 
going back to my original school because I was too scared of the openness. People swore, 
climbed onto the desks, did graffiti on walls and the library was always noisy! It just wouldn’t 
happen in a traditional school,” said Twinky. She was shy and mostly lingered with Ollie 
only. She had yet to open up herself. Interestingly, she was a girl with abilities in a range of 
activities, including Violin, Chinese Opera, drawing and dancing. She was interviewed as a 
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young Xiao Sheng (小生) by the media and received comments from her class’ WhatsApp 
group expressing shock and surprises that they didn’t know Twinky was so talented in that 
many aspects. “I didn’t have the courage to try something new and radical. But I’m trying to 
change now. I shouldn’t have judged people like that. I think some of my classmates are 
really good and I really appreciate their creativity,” responded Twinky. 
When students internalized the concept of being part of the problematic community, 
they tended to judge others based on the stereotypical characteristics or worse, self-actualized 
the deviant qualities and rationalized labels as a fact.  
Kevin, who always hung out with the other very energetic boys in 4B, playing 
skateboards and fooling around in great hype, revealed that he actually did not like his 
classmates much beneath the surface. “They have so complicated personalities here. Everyone 
is problematic.  I had so many friends in my previous school. But I won’t treat any of them 
here as friend, even the boys. Think he’s older so he knows more? Been to prison and knows 
everything? I don’t think so! Only problematic students come here. Either they had no friend 
and were bullied in other schools; or they have weird personality like Klaire – self-centered 
and thinks she’s powerful. Or the girls at the back like Kangie – they only live in their own 
world. Or the girls in front, so bitchy and spread rumours. My group, Nick, he thinks he’s 
been to prison and is more mature – always giving ethical guidance and pretends to be leader. 
He’s only 18 and thinks he’s 40 something. So revolting. Long… he’s quite smart actually, 
but too fucking ridiculous. Ashton is fucking ridiculous too – tells stories that don’t make 
sense. He said he’s rich and that people gave him all their salary. He said he used to follow a 
gang in Tin Shui Wai as if he’s really bad. But those are not true!” 
Their Class Mentor, Amy, observed that it might be true that some students indeed 
had a past, complicated emotions and issues, leading to unmotivated attitudes reflected in 
attendance and punctuality. But the rest was just using influence from their peers and the 
labels as justification of being late and absent. “They are really making excuse,” said Amy.  
 
Aspirations and Goal Alignments in HKSC 
 Sense of fulfillment in HKSC came from an alignment of one’s aspirations and 
expectations with the institutional objectives and capacities. Students came to HKSC to 
pursue varying goals and expected the School to help achieve their targets. Some students 
were able to find their way in moving towards the target and thus a sense of purpose at the 
School. Nonetheless, some goals might be misaligned or left unfulfilled, causing different 
degree of disappointment and disengagement.  
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 In the case of Mimi and Howard, they were both aware of the inadequacy of 
conventional schooling. Apart from being interested in arts and culture, they were generally 
interested in learning beyond textbooks and able to think critically. The resources and 
opportunities available in HKSC were then a huge invaluable reservoir for them to explore 
their potentials and expand their skills and knowledge. Under the holistic education approach, 
they would take the initiative to participate, be open-minded about new perspectives and pay 
efforts to drill into things that they find interesting. Both expressed a sense of pride and 
happiness that one could easily tell they enjoyed life at HKSC.  
 “I think these 9 months have broadened my mind so much. Academically, I may not be 
getter better, maybe lazier. But there’s another way to learn things. For example I’ve learnt a 
lot about arts. I can tell if someone drew a great painting and why, while others won’t know 
what I’m talking about…I really get more imaginative. I was really ‘constipated’ before. But 
after the talk by artist-in-residence, Uncle Bear (雄仔叔叔), I was inspired. You can forget 
about logic, just say something that’s in your mind, and make a good poem. Outsiders may 
think we’re academically weak, but our minds are open! And I’m proud of being part of 
HKSC,” said Mimi. Later, Mimi showed me her tiny wooden cabinets that she was crafting. “I 
fell in love with wood after ESS project. I now stay in Dam Shui’s room until late every day to 
play with wood.” 
 “Here, they don’t force something into your head… they won’t tell you a complete 
story. A complete story is, a guy going into a lift and kill a woman. An incomplete story is, 
there’s a guy with a knife, there’s a woman in the lift and she’s dead later. They don’t’ tell 
you that the guy kills the woman, leaving room for imagination and guessing. You have 
motivation to find out what happens,” said Howard.  
 For them, the DSE examinations were merely a fulfillment of social expectations, 
which did not deserve much of their efforts or concerns. “Marks are not important to me. I’m 
not here for grades, but learning. I know we must be more disadvantaged in exams, knowing 
that other students must be already preparing for them now,” said Howard. Mimi, on the 
hand, treated DSE as a bargain with her parents to study at HKSC. “They wanted to look at 
marks so I’ll do so. But there’s no guarantee it’s a nice scene. I’ll keep doing things I like 
until end of Form 6 and study before the exams. I must take the exams as they say it’s a 
must,” said Mimi.   
 Both Mimi and Howard wanted to develop a career in the creative industry. Although 
Mimi did not have anything solid in mind as to what kind of jobs and how to get there, she 
already had an established worldview that drove her to experiment different ways, learn about 
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herself and take actions to support her goals. As for Howard, he wanted to work in 
photography or film-making. He was now working as part-time photographer and anticipating 
taking FDA in Form 5. “I expect I can make some good pieces in Form 5 & 6. Freddie (FDA 
CPOP Tutor) will refer chances and contacts to you and also show your work to others. They 
may give opportunities to us,” said Howard.  
 Like Mimi and Howard, Ollie regarded the artistic ambience and opportunities in 
HKSC highly and looked forward to the chances of overseas exchange and learning different 
dances. She was well trained in Ballet and wanted to be a choreographer and dancer in the 
future. “I came here for my dream, that is, arts. But I have standards for myself. I can’t ignore 
academic results. I do tuition outside. It’s hard to survive without results in Hong Kong. For 
jobs… DSE is life or death. Even though I want to dance, but I still need a safety net,” 
explained Ollie. “The teachers talk about things outside the syllabus a lot, hoping we will be 
interested. But I’m worried about marks. They don’t talk a lot about DSE syllabus…I only 
have criticism towards how DSE is taught here. But for arts-related stuff, I deeply appreciate 
the freedom, space and opportunities.” 
 Ollie valued the DSE examinations significantly. Though being satisfied about the 
CPOP-related aspects, she found herself a misfit at the School where most people, students 
and teachers included, had much lesser concern over dealing with the examinations. She then 
compromised by complementing her studies with tuition classes outside. Like Ollie, Kevin 
also found his expectations not lived up in HKSC, albeit in a different way. 
 “I play music – Piano, Trombone and drums. For arts, I do Chinese paintings. I 
thought people here were super great – but hell no, they aren’t. My previous school – just 
very ordinary – people there are probably greater. It’s common for people to have a diploma 
certificate in Piano. I thought I could learn a lot here – but I realize people are so ‘hea’ – no 
use for future, such a waste of time. I don’t know what happen after I graduate… Most likely 
studying abroad, as my parents can support that. Maybe in design or music.” said Kevin. 
 After finding out the discrepancy between his expected technique and skill-oriented 
training and the real HKSC approach, Kevin had little incentive to learn and looked 
unmotivated, indifferent all the time. During the interview, he always accused his peers for 
being ‘hea’ and admitted that he was ‘hea’ too without any effort to change his perspective or 
to explore other opportunity. He reasoned that he would stay at HKSC even if he didn’t really 
like the place or the people, as he had no better place to spend the time. He still wished to pass 
the DSE examinations, just to follow what everybody else was doing. He did not have much 
plan for future either. Apart from Kevin’s case, there were also similar instances when the 
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student could not bear with the workload or learning environment eventually. They realized 
that HKSC could not provide the means to achieve any ends they sought for and looked for 
exits, such as quitting or returning back to a conventional school.  
As part of the schooling system, HKSC indeed provided an option for those in need of 
merely a seat at the public examination hall. This is particularly true to those who was 
abandoned by their previous schools and wished to continue their study as social norm 
suggested. It was not necessary that they had a genuine interest in arts and culture. Nor did 
they have any solid objectives in studying in HKSC. Given the freedom and lax discipline, 
they were naturally attracted to have fun first and enjoy themselves with unproductive or 
meaningless behaviours. Some of them would remain lost and wander throughout the years, 
ending up without much accomplishment or satisfaction from their HKSC school life. Some 
of them might eventually found opportunities and aspirations outside of school, such as a 
part-time job, and gradually became disengaged or even quitted school.  
At times, the lost ones would struggle to find a goal, but yet to discover their abilities, 
wants or motivation. Mandy was one of those who were struggling.  
“I want to publish a book, travel around the world and start a local business selling 
my craft and things bought from travelling in the future… I want to do a visual diary with my 
drawings and let people see after graduation here… I don’t have much work done. I like 
drawing. But I am too lazy. Always too lazy and get distracted. I don’t know how to get 
motivated… Can you teach me? I need some external force, or a deadline… I don’t know…” 
said Mandy in a hesitant manner.  
Mandy did not spend much time to develop her claimed “interests”. She tried ceramics 
and wood work at first, but was not quite fond of them later. Her progress on the visual diary 
still stayed at the stage when she was required to show a portfolio for the admission interview 
at HKSC. However, when given a tight timeline such as in Project Week, she could contribute 
good ideas and produce nice outcomes, which she felt proud of. It was hence difficult to 
identify whether her goals truly lie in arts but lacked self-motivation, or elsewhere that was 
still unknown to her.  
 
Modes of Cognitive Learning  
 Students came with different cognitive abilities and skillsets in both academic and 
artistic aspects. The first impression came from the difference of language and presentation. 
Speech of more sophisticated students was mostly clear, organized and coherent with their 
thoughts. They were able to support answers with reasons objectively, distinguishing facts 
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against perceptions, relating to their own experience and using metaphors to describe abstract 
concepts. In comparison, those not as established would provide simple yes-no answers and 
had difficulty in reasoning, either jumping back and forth in flow or not able to articulate 
what they were thinking. There were a lot of “don’t know” in their speech. Some would use 
swear words in descriptions, which were quite subjective and empty except the contempt.  
 Similarly in academic abilities, one may find the materials easy and the other may find 
them hard to contemplate, especially in English subject, in which they had varying experience 
of failures learning the foreign language. In CPOP subjects, each of them had different know-
hows and techniques to accomplish the tasks and assignments. For example, I was told that 
there were only 4 students who were able to edit videos. Many 4B students failed in FDA that 
semester, partly because they were not able to successfully produce their own clips.  
 Seeing the diverse personalities, it was also difficult to accommodate their range of 
preferred learning modes and habits. There were those always in a hype and loved to have 
fun. They had so much energy to unleash and thus would take every chance to perform their 
impromptu humour or acapella songs. They were actually engaged in the classroom, but it 
would take great energy to keep interacting with their spontaneity. There were also those who 
easily got distracted by other temptations. They needed constant reminders of what the 
purpose of being in classroom was. They also preferred to be guided step-by-step and had a 
concrete targets to follow. Thus, stricter requirements and pressure of deadlines could really 
capture their attention. In contrast, some students hated boundaries and framework. They 
were impressed by ideas and liked to express what they thought, not hesitating to debate with 
others. Otherwise, some of them would like to think about and reflect on issues privately. I 
once saw one of them recording audio notes and his own comments after a seminar. On the 
other hand, some students really had little capacity for lectures but they could focus on 
exploring project ideas and crafting an artwork with higher concentration. Indeed, there were 
also adaptive ones who were able to leverage on different modes of learning depending on the 
contexts.  
 Underlying the different learning modes, one had divergent degree of curiosity. For 
some active students, they were willing to continue learning outside classroom, proactively 
researching and looking for further information themselves. For example, upon hearing from 
Uncle Bear the how the capitalist system ruined education system in Hong Kong, Howard 
then followed up by finding out about the Marxist theories and critiques about capitalism. 
Others like Mimi were attentive in observing details in daily life and channel ideas into 
actions. For example, she worked on tiny wooden furniture as an unrequited childhood desire 
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to possess a Toys’R Us miniature furniture set. She would spend time to drill onto how 
different furniture could be made and refine her works. In comparison, some students were 
relatively passive and did not dare to ask questions or request, even they expressed certain 
interest in the subject. This could be related to confidence and exposure in life, which is 
explored next.  
 
Self-Identity Experimentation and Self-Awareness 
 Just like any teenagers, students in HKSC were in the process of experimenting and 
constructing their own identity, each with his or her own stories, struggles and successes. 
Very often, their self-image was delicate and fragile. Though on the surface, they would have 
different coping mechanism to conceal, show or overcome the insecurity and weakness.  
 The easiest observation would be their attention to appearance and style. Part of them 
would just wear the school uniform – T-shirt, long pants or a skirt for girls, and any shoes 
covering the toes out and went for the casual look, along with hoodie, scarf, a cap or other 
simple accessories. For some of the girls, it was in trend for them to put on sharp lipsticks like 
those Korean pop stars and a nude makeup. I also recognized the frequency in which the boys 
and girls changed their hairstyles. For example, Kevin originally wore a fisherman hat daily, 
then permed his hair, and later dyed his hair to blond in just 3 months. Others would shave 
parts of his head and had undercut, as if crafting an art piece. A number of them had piercings 
and tattoos too. All in all, a wide range of styles from practically down-to-earth to 
extravagantly shocking could be observed. It was as if everyone was saying a message about 
himself by the way he looked.  
 “I know other people talk about our class as the worst class. But I don’t think so. At 
least we are special! Unlike other classes which are ordinary,” said Mandy. Her statement 
indicated a desire to be special and outstanding. This desire for attention, recognition and 
assurance was present in many minds, albeit with different outcomes.  
When I was having a conversation with Class Mentor, Amy in the Staff Room, 
another teacher, Pang Jai was nearby chatting with a student with a sorrow expression.  
 “…I’m always invisible. No one recognizes me at all,” muttered the girl.  
 “No way!” said Pang Jai, who turned to Amy, knowing that she taught the whole Form 
4 ceramics and should have known the girl. “Amy, do you know her name?” 
 “Have I taught her? I don’t think so…” replied Amy. 
 The girl was almost in tears of sadness, saying, “See…” and sighed. Pang Jai did not 
know what more to say in order to comfort her.  
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 Such cases of students with low self-esteem were no uncommon in HKSC. “In VA 
classes, they just don’t want to paint together. They like to hide. They’ll say they prefer 
drawing at home and are not used to opening up their feelings. They’ll only draw when they 
have to attend the DSE exam. They are too conscious of how others look at them and lack 
confidence. They explain that they don’t want to paint when they feel other eyes are on them. 
It’s awkward. So I need to find partitions for them and rearrange the settings in the studio. 
Then they stay and paint,” said Amy.  
 In her class, Twinky was one of those very shy students. In the interview, she 
confessed that she was afraid of being judged naïve. She recalled a time when she said 
something and others repeated exactly what she said. She pointed it out to her classmate, who 
replied “Really? I didn’t realize you said something.” She felt as if she was forgotten and 
invisible to others.  Behind the low self-esteem, she wanted attention just as much as others. 
“I think our Class Mentors are not so good, in a sense they only care for the problematic 
students, like Ashton and the other attention-seeking kids. Maybe they need more focus. But 
as a Class Mentors they should treat everyone the same with the same degree of attention,” 
said Twinky.   
 As Twinky dreamt of being an actress and singer in the future, she had been desperate 
for any chances of related courses or casting opportunities. She once fell into a scam in the 
name of audition for a new film. Her teachers talked her out of the trap but she was devastated 
by the experience. “I know I just don’t have sense and ability in any aspect. No foundation to 
do things alone. Just can’t finish it myself. And I’m stupid and need guidance from others…” 
revealed Twinky. Past experiences and exposures indeed shaped one’s character and courage 
to keep on trying.  
 At the heart of the image construction was an interesting dynamic resulting from peer 
pressure. Many personal decisions made were influenced by their peers. For example, 3 other 
girls dropped out from an adventure camp because another girl decided to withdraw from the 
opportunity. The issues of low homework submission and tardiness were more severe in 4B 
than in any other class, which their Class Mentors agreed it was like a cancer tumor of 
negative influences spreading across classmates. These incidents illustrated that these young 
people treasure a collective identity and at the same time, seldom step out to stand out - 
demonstrating an alternative character by doing something different.  
 “I think our class is very harmonious and united. We had a class meeting last October. 
We sincerely commented on whatever problems and issues to each other. I think we’re better 
than other classes in which there are bullies and boycotting. We don’t’ have such. Last time I 
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saw few girls throwing away another girl’s Maths homework. That was incredibly scary!” 
said Twinky.  
Contrary to what Twinky said, many of the times issues were left unresolved. Students 
were used to keep things to themselves and seldom open up to avoid conflicts. Kevin, who 
actually disliked Ashton and Nick, stuck with them during Project Week and in daily 
activities because he had always been a collective entity with them and was considered a 
friend for the other two after all. Twinky considered the girls sitting behind her noisy and 
disturbing to a degree that she wanted to “give them a punch in the face”, but never dared to 
complain or voice out. Despite valuing peer perceptions towards themselves, some of these 
teenagers exhibited certain traits of pragmatism too, especially during groupings. They 
evaluated capabilities of their classmates and divided into groups that would work best 
together in terms of functions, job allocation and time management. Those were the ones who 
were more likely to get positive influence from their peers and cooperated for better 
outcomes.  
 On the other end of the spectrum, attention-seeking behaviours could go to another 
extreme. One common way was bluffing. In many of the interviews with students, they 
mentioned stories of their classmates bluffing about their backgrounds, such as being rich or 
affiliated with triad members. They also boasted about their abilities and ambitions, such as 
the scope, substance and progress of their CPOP assignments in front of others. Some would 
make up deceiving stories to please others, which could go as far as taking credits in front of 
teachers and claiming artworks searched from the Internet as her own creative productions. 
Other behaviours include excessive foul languages and angry accusations aloud to capture 
attention. All of these suggested an attempt to project authority, capabilities and establish a 
certain image of self. Nick, in particular, was always trying to take up a leadership role.  
 “He (Nick) acts like the Big Brother and tells us what not to. Like not to play mobile 
games. But he does that himself. And we’ll ask why you’re playing games. He’ll say, ‘cos it’s 
fun! And he ditched me once for a Music recording ‘cos he overslept!” said Howard. “He got 
a girl pregnant! He had been saying we shouldn’t go into a relationship ‘cos it’s a waste of 
time. But next second he got someone pregnant and asked people for money for abortion!” 
exclaimed Nick.  
 Not just on Nick, there were a lot of other instances of incongruity between words and 
actions. When the truth came out, some of them would become defensive and refuse to take 
the blame. “A teacher lent over $10K for him to get the baby aborted and of course the 
teacher commented on him and gave some advice for his wrongdoing. But that fucker had 
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held grudge against the teacher since then, always saying he’s a bad teacher. I think his 
grade would just be as bad even one is a great teacher. Fucking ridiculous!” continued 
Kevin. This showed that the students could be sensitive to comments and criticisms of others 
and might take it personally. Their perceptions were often subjective and biased, accumulated 
from past interactions or incomplete observations.  
 All of these struggles, sometimes minor, sometimes self-centred or even deceiving, to 
get a sense of existence corresponded to the ability to contemplate oneself and search for a 
position or value in relation to others and the environment. This ability would be dependent 
on whether one was capable of self-reflection and critically assessing one’s worth.  
 “I like both MMPA and ESS. But I won’t choose ESS because I’m bad at Maths. I 
can’t do calculations. It’s life or death when we’re talking about being an architect. You’re 
going to build a real building,” said Mimi, one of the more mature students in class.  
One crucial indicator of such maturity was whether a student is able to understand 
himself well and evaluate his own strengths and inadequacies. For example, some students 
were able to tell me what they wanted to choose in Form 5 as their CPOP specialized subject 
based on their abilities and the consequences of unsuitable choices. They were aware of how 
one’s actions would affect others and had a sense of responsibility.  
“Long and Chun don’t smoke. But they’ll follow Nick, Ashton and Kevin. At lunchtime 
I’ll walk along with them but took another road when they were off to smoke at the carpark. I 
just think it’s a waste of time for me to stand there and wait. They say smoking is necessary 
for them to think. That’s ok but it’s not the way for me,” reasoned Howard.  
Another feature of maturity was that they believed that they were in charge of their 
choices and actions. When they understood how each individual is unique in his own way, 
they started to accept themselves and appreciate others, making them more humble and stable 
in person while showing their authentic characters. In another words, this was also related to 
being autonomous, objective and empathetic – the ability to think and feel from others’ 
perspectives apart from his own views.  
 
Emotional Volatility  
Certain students were particularly prone to emotional swings. Ashton, for example, could 
be hyper, funny and outspoken with his friends and in class, doing outrageous and attention-
seeking tricks. The next moment, he might wander off alone with a gloomy mood and refused 
to join any activities. His posts on Instagram, according to my interviewees, were full of 
pessimistic statements, making a stark contrast to his usual confident and bright outlook.  
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Everybody had his own temper and moods. Sometimes, the ways of channeling the 
negative emotions might cause varying degree of disturbance, which also depended on 
individual’s level of tolerance. Klaire was not popular in the class since the very beginning. 
At school, she was always swearing with an angry face. Her interactions with people were full 
of accusations, blaming and criticism of the inadequacies of others, while at the same time 
exaggerating her own competencies, though she was always seen sleeping in classroom and 
was not a good collaborator in group works. A lot of her classmates isolated her at a very 
early stage. Most of my interviewees would talk about her as a “rotten apple” of the class.  
Such negative emotions might come from a combination of sources. Teachers speculated 
that it was because she came from a broken family and had complex background relating to 
the triad society. If she continued to carry with her the excessive aggression, it was 
foreseeable that more people would stray away from her, reinforcing her negativity and 
affecting the overall unity and bonding.  
 
Evolving Possibilities 
Having discussed a number of qualities, perhaps one thing that could not be missed 
was their malleability. The emphasis on the range of the spectrum, struggles and volatility 
mentioned above was to demonstrate that individuals were capable of transforming given the 
right contexts and time. Through experimentations from exposure and experience, they would 
establish corresponding worldviews and values, which were subject to challenges that either 
reinforce or change the orientations. Here was where the values of school life kicked in.  
Kangie, a shy girl who seldom talked and opened up herself, applied for a 
Backpacking x Literature Trip in Taiwan. Her Class Mentor, Amy, backed her up by writing a 
letter of reference. “Of course we need to support her immediately! You know how shy and 
depressed she looks. It’ll be a great chance for her to experience the world. And she actually 
asked for the opportunity herself – that’s stepping out of comfort zone! So even though she 
might not be the fittest in literature, we’ll leverage on whatever we can do to help,” said Amy. 
 Ger, the Liberal Studies teacher, retold another incident. She reckoned a student was 
posting insulting derivative pictures of Xiao You-Huai, the illegal immigrant, attacking on his 
fat figure. Ger immediately spoke to her student, explaining the whole case and what facts 
were distorted. “As I discuss with them and they really listened and accepted that their views 
were incomprehensive. They were willing to take down their posts. So it’s just sometimes their 
values are a bit misshaped and no one ever explained to them why. Or there was no space in 
society where they could discover another way to look at things,” said Ger. 
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 As a concluding remark to this section, perhaps the most encouraging characteristics 
of all was that these young people’s minds were malleable. For them, the future was full of 
evolving possibilities.  
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DOING DISCIPLINE 
 
Autonomy, Freedom and Discipline 
From the Marxist-Gramscian perspective, status of students can be seen as a contestation 
of hegemony in a conventional school. Schoolteachers, being part of the institutional 
structure, derive authority that dominates over the students. A strict code of conduct is hence 
imposed on the latter. Students occasionally resist by misbehaving or disobedience, after 
which they often face disciplinary consequences, but generally assume the authority of the 
school as natural. Eventually, the education system constructs students in a way that suits the 
capitalist expectations by doing discipline. Discipline, in this sense, aims at surveillance and 
normalization of students, who are regarded as immature and prone to contamination. Such 
rigid, “rational” framework of conduct diminishes individual autonomy and does not cater to 
diversity (Lui, 1994).  
In HKSC, discipline entailed a different connotation. To begin with, the School only 
enacted 9 Forbidden Behaviours as school rules on paper, each with substantial ambivalence 
to be contested. The rationale behind such policy was to create a better learning space for 
creativity, which implied granting autonomy, removing hierarchy and maintaining a more-or-
less equal status for both teacher and student. Following the logic, students were trusted as 
individual, rational and mature entities. They were encouraged to retain their identities as 
opposed to conventional schooling. Happy and free as they were, it was believed that such 
arrangement was best for creative processes. The presence of discipline was hence not a result 
of a top-down command, but an ever-changing mutual consensus between the School and the 
students, who engaged in constant negotiations to establish or re-define norms.  
With the belief that inspiration for arts and creativity came from everyday life, the School 
incorporated freedom that one could enjoy daily in society into the School. For example, the 
freedom of movement and expression was executed on campus. Students were able to walk in 
and out of the classroom or talk without seeking approval from teachers. Even though it was 
specified that foul language was one of the Forbidden Behaviours, students and even some 
teachers were accustomed to swearing at School. Such “deviance” from rules was tolerated as 
a norm. Just as laws in any society aimed to ensure liberty while protecting individuals’ 
fundamental rights, school rules in HKSC were applied to ensure each autonomous student 
could enjoy maximum freedom while making certain that the environment and atmosphere 
were conducive to learning. Restrictions such as timetable, taking attendance and reporting 
times were there simply for practical and safety reasons, such as institutional graduation 
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requirements, parents’ concerns and staff’s working hours. The School was also 
unconventional in a sense that the consequences of breaching norms and rules were not an 
immediate disciplinary punishment. Rather, the School targeted to help students understand 
the effects of their attitudes and actions on themselves and others, therefore guiding them to 
more motivated and sensible behaviours while honouring collective benefits. The ultimate 
consequence of misbehavior or deviance was the case meetings. They aimed to investigate the 
degree of goal alignment with the student in a face-to-face meeting, which would be 
discussed below in more details.  
Discipline in HKSC rested on the assumption that students were rational being capable of 
making reasoned and logical decisions to fulfill goals while respecting other individuals. 
From the observations on everyday and classroom interactions, this assumption, though 
sometimes stood valid, was not always true. For example, a lot of the students were smokers 
but never smoked inside the school area. They understood that smoking was not allowed on 
campus because legally, the School was an education institution and that they would affect 
other non-smokers. Thus, they established the habit of smoking in a car park nearby during 
lunch break instead. However, such self-discipline and respect did not hold every time, 
depending on various factors illustrated below with the help of several cases.  
It was because of this shaky assumption where dilemma arose. The purpose of freedom 
was to serve creative processes and learning, that is, the institutional goals of HKSC. Here, 
the terms “meaningful” and “productive” are used to describe any behaviour conducive to 
attain these goals. Ger, a teacher, described two levels freedom in HKSC: 
“The first level of freedom involved students being happy with no rules, boundary or 
consequence for their actions. They spent their time freely but not actualizing any meaningful 
or productive target. The second, higher level of freedom was the conscious, motivated use of 
time and resources to achieve goals of learning and produce creative outcomes.” 
Seeing her definition, “disciplinary” issues were a result of unproductive and meaningless 
use of time and resources. They ranged from a mere waste of time for pleasures unrelated to 
learning or creativity, to destructive behaviours that could harm themselves or others. The 
questions to be asked were then, what determined the choice between meaningful and 
meaningless use of freedom? How should discipline be done at HKSC to ensure meaningful 
use of freedom for all?  
In an attempt to answer the above questions, I now try to compare 3 scenarios of 
classroom dynamics of the same class with different teachers. The interpretations were based 
on observations excerpted in Appendix – A under the section of “Doing Discipline”.  
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Everything is Personal – A Matter of Mutual Respect and Trust 
In general, the differences in teacher-student interactions were quite distinct. In Davis’ 
class, the Class Mentor and English teacher, the class was mostly disengaged or even resistant 
to cooperate. In another scenario with the Liberal Studies teacher, although certain behaviours 
were quite disturbing to others, the teacher and the students were able to reach consensus 
through open discussions. As a result, the teacher tried to flexibly adapt to the nature of the 
class and the students participated if they were pleased. The last scenario in Arts History 
lesson with Dunet was a huge contrast. The whole class was focused and the lesson proceeded 
in complete accordance to what the teacher intended. There were several possible reasons for 
the discrepancies. 
It was important for teachers to agree with the fact that students were individuals, not 
objects. They had different personalities and learning modes. This could be evident in the 
boys, who acted consistently in the three scenarios with their nerves and blunt, humorous 
speeches. Besides, students’ conditions varied from time to time. Attention naturally lessened 
gradually. Some were sleeping in class simply because they were tired and could not 
concentrate anyway. They also had emotions and preferences, which could be intrinsic or 
accumulated from past experiences. 
“I think if someone does something really bad in class, it must be intended. It’s because he 
is holding a grudge against you. It’s not just sleeping in class, which may simply because he 
is tired. It’s something really bad and resistant – then there’s obviously something between 
me and him, which has to be handled separately after class,” said Ger. 
As Ger suggested, reluctance to cooperate and selectiveness usually originated from their 
personal perceptions and relationships with the teachers. Most of the time, while the students 
had yet to develop concepts of respect and empathy, teachers had to earn the respect and trust 
from them too.  
First of all, the students were particularly receptive to certain patterns of teaching methods 
and styles. The same learning outcomes could be fulfilled with different contents or 
presentations to draw interests. For 4B, they tended to be more attentive when the teacher was 
able to impress them with their past life experiences. Many students whom I spoke to were 
especially inspired by their Chinese teacher, Ki and Dunet because they often shared personal 
stories such as romance, travel insights, aspirations, family life etc and related these to the 
subject matter. Students regarded the two teachers most “knowledgeable” and “charming”. Ki 
and Dunet both appeared confident and assuring in terms of presentation – a symbol of firm 
belief in themselves and a demonstration of standards. They spoke in a relatively fast pace, 
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only slowing down a bit at key concepts. Students feared that they would miss out and were 
willing to pay attention. Furthermore, the class were interested in open, two-way discussions 
in-class rather than given tasks such as exercises or presentations. They were also more 
engaged if the teacher was able to speak in their “language”. A closer bonding and 
identification were possible in comparison to a very formal speech. For example, they were 
able to regard Ger and Dunet as peers, as shown in conversations. In addition, if the content 
related to techniques considered instrumental, such as to fulfill a basic literacy, to be applied 
in upcoming tasks or an assessment criteria, certain attention could also be drawn. For 
example, the class had no problem focusing during a demonstration in the VA Ceramics 
lessons. All in all, it took time and effort to experiment and adjust to the nature of the class.  
Next, communication of expectations and a consistent image were found to be important, 
as students were not so adaptive to changes. Commitment to adhere to mutually acceptable 
terms and identities was thus essential for students to trust a person. A lot of students revealed 
that “who the teacher was” determined whether they would pay attention in class, do their 
homework, like the subject or not. Perceptions of students were inherently subjective and 
fragile. As we would see, respect was built on trust. In the case study, one could easily tell 
that Davis failed to build good relationship with his mentees. I discovered that at the 
beginning of the school year, he pretended that he could not speak or understand English. He 
intended to improve his students’ language ability by creating more opportunities to 
communicate in English. However, things did not go well as he wished. Even the most 
obedient classmates, like Kangie, chose to resist him.  
“I think the reason why we don’t want to listen to him is because he lied to us that he did 
not know Cantonese. A lot of the time we did not know how to talk to him. We went to Amy 
instead. So the frequency of communication was low starting from the beginning. The 
discipline in English lesson is really not good now – we have to bear part of the 
responsibility. But I’d say he screwed up first. It’s hard to make up for lost chances,” 
expressed Mimi. The other Class Mentor, Amy also reasoned that the students felt deceived. 
“They had feelings of being lied. Some boys thought it was good because they needed not 
to speak in English anymore. But then Davis tried to project another tougher image as the 
class spirit and learning motivation got worse. The students found him unconvincing, as he 
had been mild before. They couldn’t take the abrupt changes,” said Amy.  
Students valued honesty and direct communication of need for respect. They generally 
behaved positively towards such requests. On the contrary, they reacted badly to rhetorical 
questions or statements hinting accusations and negative labels. Very often, students behaved 
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intuitively without overthinking whether certain actions would mean disrespect or cause 
disruptions. They were willing to alter their behaviours if the teacher directly explained to or 
reminded them how they affected the others. The key point was to make them realize the 
impacts of being self-centered. For example, they were able to calm down in Ger’s class when 
she explained how she could not continue her speech and demanded a quieter volume. Ger 
tolerated their hype and in turn asked for favour of their consideration. The negotiation was 
done in an upfront and straightforward way. Another effective way was being transparent and 
consistent about one’s standards and requirements, then made mutually agreed terms for both 
parties. From what I learnt from the class, Ki always told his students to leave the room if 
they thought they had more important priorities than attending his class. He always repeated 
the same speech to disengaged students. He made it a freedom for the students to choose to 
participate or not. By choosing participation, the students agreed to abide certain rules.  
 
Perceptions Lead to Reality 
 For some teachers, there was no such thing as “disciplinary problems”. They truly 
understood and accepted variety made up of complex constituents. They saw no reason of 
placing themselves on an opposite front against the students, whom they believed would not 
deliberately do something wrong. They were open to tolerate a range of behaviours as long as 
it was not a persistent or disruptive action to learning. In their perspective, misbehaviours 
arose unintentionally from ignorance and lack of empathy. Hence, they would not be offended 
by disobedience. Instead, they focused on helping with their self-awareness by instilling their 
worldviews onto the student, explaining how one’s actions affected others and conveying 
professional standards or requirements. They demanded respect not because they represented 
authority, but as a dignified individual who had feelings and needs. In turn, they treated their 
students as such. Both parties then engaged in negotiations and established agreement.  
 These teachers were able to manage classroom dynamics built on trust and 
understanding. They also developed techniques unrelated to punishment to capture attention. 
For example, Christo would adjust her lesson content flexibly, depending on the moods and 
concentration levels of her students. Making use of the attention-seeking desire, she would 
directly address the name of any disengaged student, who would instantly felt that he had 
responsibility to stay in class because someone noticed his existence. She would also utilize 
peer pressure to elicit sense of shame. For example, she would peek mobile messages from 
one’s back and read out loud.  
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 In contrast, certain teachers considered students objects to be managed in classroom, 
creating tensions and insecurity if the ideal version or expected outcomes did not happen 
when communications were not done properly or relationship was not truly solid. Sometimes, 
inexperienced teachers were not accustomed to techniques required to draw attention. Some 
of them coming from conventional schools were used to rely on disciplinary punishments. 
Instead of adjusting reflexively, identifying problems became an easier solution. They tended 
to reframe issues into problems, victimizing themselves in the process, and soon the issues 
became something to be handled and solved from the management point of view. From the 
students’ perspectives, they in turn began to defy the negative labels or resisted judgments or 
requests from authority, resulting in opposing positions.  
 “I don’t understand why people say we’re the worst class. We don’t deserve such bad 
reputation. We’re awesome,” said Mimi. “I speculate that it’s because some teachers spread 
the word that we are difficult to handle and that it is tiring to teach us. My guess is Davis, 
Ger or Freddie – they are most likely to say bad things about us. Should be Davis. He’s 
always saying we had attitude problems in front of other teachers too, but he ends up saying 
only what how bad we are in English lessons. It’s really only in English lessons.” 
Teachers might subconsciously stereotype their students and saw only what they 
perceived to be true without genuinely getting to know their multi-sidedness in-depth and 
adjusting accordingly. Over time, their stereotype was reinforced and “deviant” behaviours 
were intensified through repetition, giving rise to more serious “problems” in classroom.  
 
The Inevitable Institutional Constraints 
 Nevertheless, the School was inevitably responsible to fulfill its organizational targets 
in order to be endorsed by society. One of such targets was to ensure the “quality” of 
education under the curriculum. “Quality” was an abstract concept so it was broken down into 
measurable indicators. Here lied the purpose of assessments including attendance rate, 
grading and evaluations of pass or fail. A number of subjects were considered as mandatory 
to achieve goals set by the School, such as languages. In particular, English was among the 
most unpopular subjects but was made compulsory. This was largely because many of the 
students had unfulfilling experience or failures in the past in learning the foreign language. 
For example, Mandy found English extremely difficult and gave up giving efforts completely.  
There were indeed a number of non-negotiable standards to be fulfilled in order obtain 
an official certificate. As a workaround, the School placed much more value on attitude rather 
than actual performance or ability when doing assessments. They rationed that the attitude to 
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learn would be reflected in meaningful behaviours that would be beneficial to the outcomes. 
Hence, academic results were only secondary to a motivated attitude. They also stressed on 
the significance of acquiring basic literacy and skills more than marks.  
Students reacted to the requirements differently. Ollie, who was serious about results 
on paper naturally performed well and took it as her own responsibility to achieve in every 
subject. “Once I was asking why I didn’t get marks in certain paper in Chinese lesson. Ki was 
pissed and said if I only cared about marks then he would just give me. I felt really bad. I 
think it’s natural to care about marks,” said Ollie.  
Students like Howard and Mimi did not put much effort to obtain good grades but to 
learn what they were interested in. Their performance could reflect that they were generally 
motivated in most areas, but might have occasion flips because of various reasons. For 
example, both of them would refuse to submit works that were done but not up to their own 
aesthetic standards. Sometimes, perfectionism hindered their production of outcomes. In 
another semester, Mimi failed in FDA as she failed to submit her assignment and did not get 
support from her teacher, Freddie.  
“The assignment was to work on a short video of self introduction. I didn’t know what 
to do so I just didn’t. Actually I did but Freddie said I had to edit the video to make it count. 
But computer lab was locked and he told me to edit at home. I told him I didn’t have a 
computer at home but he didn’t help me solve or open the computer lab for me. So I gave up 
since he gave me up,” said Mimi. 
For Howard, he was often careless. He would forget to complete the assignments then 
submit directly or forget to submit the completed homework. “I think it’s alright that I’ve 
already learnt by doing,” he reasoned jokingly.  
   
Aligning Institutional and Individual Goals 
With the stress over “attitude dictates behaviour”, a closer look should be on 
identifying students’ goals and whether they were aligned with what the institution could 
provide, which was elaborated in the previous chapter. Case meetings were a mechanism to 
serve purpose of self-assessment, discussing the (mis)alignments, recognizing next steps and 
resolving conflicts.  
4B was known for the highest average records of being late for more than 20 times, 
beyond which the School reserved the right to expel a student. For this reason, more than 90% 
of them had been called to a case meeting, which was initiated by the Class Mentors. The 
Mentors would first discuss with all teachers and learn about their stance on the student, 
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whether or not he was worthy for a seat at the School. The Mentors would then line up a face-
to-face meeting with the student and his parents, trying to reach a consensus on what learning 
environment would best fit the young one.  
Disciplinary issues, especially the unproductive and meaningless use of time and 
resources, often came from losing focus on or misalignments of goals. Using lateness as an 
example, teachers and the more punctual students agreed that being late reflected a lack of 
motivation and sense of belonging to School. Commitment and self-discipline should follow 
if one looked forward to attending school, so punctuality was not that difficult to achieve. In 
addition, the School did not ban the use of mobile phones or digital gadgets. One would be 
able to do everything he could do at home. Plus, there were also companions on campus. 
Hence, larger issues must be taking place if someone decided to be absent or persistently late 
for school.  
In some cases, improvements could be observed after the students got out of confusion 
and became more mindful of how their behaviours hindered goal achievement. Improvements 
might not be drastic, but at least there was a change in attitude and struggle to face obstacles 
ahead. Howard confessed that he did not know how he ended up being late for more than 20 
times. He thought that as his peers’ records were more-or-less the same as his so he did not 
make an effort to minimize the frequency. In the case meeting, teachers made him to persuade 
the teachers why he should be staying at HKSC. At the end, he signed an agreement to 
promise that he would be as punctual as possible. He had never been late again since then.  
Surprisingly, some students actually wanted external discipline to be imposed on them 
as their intrinsic motivation did not suffice. For example, Mandy was faced with the 
consequence of tuition fee increment after the case meeting. This provided her incentive to 
stay punctual. In this sense, the case meeting also served as a disciplinary means.  
In other cases, students clarified their priorities and sought for opportunities 
elsewhere. Mia, who was either absent or late for school most of the time, was thankful to 
Amy, the Class Mentor for still caring about how she was doing and did not give her up. After 
giving much thought after the case meeting, she decided that she preferred to work instead of 
going to school next year. Davis also recalled a student who had quitted in the second 
semester. The student was constantly absent, hoping that she would have chance to grab 
attention of her busy parents. She targeted the disciplinary consequences as an opportunity to 
communicate with her parents. The School had no choice but to let her go.  
“If I feel that a student have alternative options other than staying here, I think it’s 
best that they leave and explore outside. It’s totally ok for us. But for some, even though they 
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haven’t come up with a clear goal, like Klaire and Alicia, they really don’t have other 
alternatives out there, as they have been abandoned and filtered out too many times, she 
would have nowhere to go. Those are the students that we really need to help, as they had no 
clue how to live along with others,” said Amy. 
 As suggested by Amy, students like Klaire and Alicia carried too much negative 
energy around them by always blaming without self-reflection. Their classmates had isolated 
them for quite some time. Klaire was unmotivated in learning but showed efforts in CPOP 
projects. Alicia, on the other hand, made up deceiving stories to please others while harming 
interests of others. There were no outrageous disobedience or misbehavior from them that led 
to disciplinary issues. But their presence brought negative influence and further divided the 
low-spirited class. Nevertheless, the two Class Mentors was frustrated that their efforts to 
counsel the two girls were much in vain until now. 
Here, we noticed the pitfalls of using discipline to determine the quality of a student. 
After all, the problem here was whether the School had enough attention and resources to 
cater to the needs of every student.  
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DOING CREATIVITY 
 
“Creativity” is a popular word nowadays yet no one has ever been able to put a solid 
definition to the term. This section looks at how the concept “creativity” was defined and 
conducted within HKSC. 
 
Problem-solving Skill using Arts as Medium 
“Creativity is defined as the ability to problem-solve by divergent thinking. I hope my 
students are able to use creativity, which is having more ideas to deal with their problems, in 
life and the community. Art is just a medium for them to acquire the skills of creative 
thinking,” said May Fung, the former Principal and Consultant of Creative Education.  
Unlike ordinary art studios or schools, HSKC did not prioritize standards and aesthetics of 
students’ artwork by repetitive training and practice of skills or techniques. It was definitely 
not about fitting into a framework of aesthetics, or judging whether something is art, but 
getting something done. It was through continuous application of problem-solving in creation 
of projects in various scales, creativity became an intangible ability, achieved therapeutic 
functions to emotional issues and built up sense of accomplishment. Behind the philosophy of 
“learning by doing”, the ultimate objective was personal growth and development, more than 
mastering or perfection of artistic potentials. 
Observably, students paid much more effort in CPOP projects than other assignments or 
homework. They were willing to stay at campus for longer hours to complete their work and 
cared about whether they could complete the projects in time. All my student interviewees 
expressed that they liked projects because they felt like they “had really done something”. 
“It is both challenging and rewarding to solving the problems you face in producing your 
work one by one within the short timeframe,” said Howard. 
“Of course we need to treat Critique seriously under the pressure. Everybody will be 
looking at you and your work. They’ll challenge you and ask you questions. It’s embarrassing 
if you don’t perform well,” said Mandy. 
Except for a minority of students who failed to find any motivation or goal in HKSC, 
Project Week and the Critique that followed were significant events that aligned with the 
latent motives of young students to prove their self-worth and seek for recognition. The 
opportunity to actualize their ideas and the sense of fulfillment were perhaps the most 
satisfying experience for them, compared to their relatively disappointing academic schooling 
experience, family life or any other aspects. It brought students to feel what success was by 
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encouraging diverse ways of ideation and expression. By allowing freedom, the School 
boosted confidence and courage of students to show something alternative, or even sensitive 
in normal social understanding.  
As in the ESS Project Week for 4B in Term 3 (excerpts of observations in Appendix – A 
under “Doing Creativity” section), Christo presented a set of problems in form of topics 
requirements, formats, time limit and site constraints to her students, who not only needed to 
form ideas, but also actualized the ideas in response to the specific problems at hand. Rather 
than an emphasis on styles and aesthetics, Christo consciously reminded herself not to 
mention about her personal taste, in favour of genuine freedom and diversity in expression. 
Nevertheless, she upheld professional standards firmly and made clear assessment criteria, 
framing the problems and challenges for students to tackle. She also fought for the chance to 
show some good work on Open Days and did a pep talk for her students beforehand, creating 
incentives for the teenagers to strip off negative labels with their own efforts. Students had to 
channel their ideas into actions. In the process, they encountered difficulties in budget, 
production method, cooperation with others, know-hows, resource availability and time limit 
etc. Such problems could be overcome with intangible knowledge or skills such as past 
experience, perseverance, guidance or advice from others, team work, effective self-
management and research etc. Furthermore, the Critique also served as an occasion to force 
students to confront head-on questions and criticisms from others, motivating them to perform 
better. Its importance will be further discussed later.  
Here, creativity was understood as a tool acquired to approach and resolve problems 
flexibly, independently and confidently.  
 
Creativity as Democratic 
 Typically, the word “creativity” is often associated with genius, novelty, originality, 
innovation, imagination and subversions to conventions. Creativity is a gift to special 
individuals whom we call genius (Sefton-Green & Bresler, 2011).  
On the personal level, creativity comes along with one’s potentials and cognitive 
processes. Studies showed that personality-wise, a variety of traits such as confidence, 
independence, intrinsic motivations, open-mindedness, introversion, hyperactivity, emotional 
sensitivity, rebelliousness, non-conformity and egocentricity… were correlated to creativity. 
In regards to the cognitive processes, creativity correlated with capacities in problem finding, 
ideation, evaluation, persistence and knowledge (Runco & Pagnani, 2011). The main point of 
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this was that creativity is considered as an inborn capacity. Often, successful people with 
outstanding, tangible performances are praised as creative (Sefton-Green & Bresler, 2011).  
Nevertheless, as sociology and cultural theories suggest about aesthetics and tastes, 
the concept of “creativity” needs to be acknowledged as such before any creations or acts can 
be defined as creative in the first place. Creativity resides as much as in the wider social 
context as it does within individual psyches. In the literature, discourse on creativity has taken 
a shift to a more democratic definition of creativity. Instead of an elitist view that emphasizes 
on the personal traits and psychology of individuals, creativity can be defined as a general, 
common human capacity in everyday activities. It involves flexibility and imagination in 
terms of responding to the demands of daily life, regardless of whether the efforts are 
recognized or whether the outcomes are tangible. Such ability can be learnt and hence 
environmental factors, such as the physical surroundings, family upbringing, schooling 
experiences, cultural traditions, temporal influence that shaped identities, beliefs, 
assumptions, availability of resources, zeitgeist of the moment of time… are all related to 
creativity. To be creative, a person must also interact with its immediate environment. Thus, 
creativity also connotes social attributions (Sefton-Green & Bresler, 2011).  
In HKSC, the notion of creativity took the latter stance, viewing it as a learnt ability 
shaped by and to respond to one’s surroundings. There were substantial efforts of the School 
to design and enforce particular curriculum, ambience and environment conducive to 
creativity, but it was not without downsides. 
Apart from advocating learning by doing, the DCA curriculum included also 
languages and humanistic liberal studies in order to relate students to society. Communication 
and a humanistic vision aimed to ensure that the students would become part of, not apart 
from, the society. In the ESS Project Week, the topic revolved around environmental issues. 
The completion of the project required research on relevant themes, identifying the 
relationship between individuals and the issues and finding a way of presentations that elicit 
further thoughts and awareness from the audience. It was more than just a random artwork 
that could standalone from contexts. In a more microscopic perspective, CPOP Tutors often 
stressed on the usefulness of exchanges and conversations in life to get inspirations from 
others and the environment. For example, they often used the brainstorming exercises 
depicted in the excerpt for students to get ideas from each other. All these illustrated the 
democratic morality that creativity entailed in HKSC.  
To allow maximum interactions, regardless with persons, physical surroundings or 
experiences, to happen, freedom was the key arrangement. Students were given the freedom 
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to speech and expression for the exchange of ideas with people. Programmes such as artist-in-
residence also enhanced the chances of being exposed to diversity. The ease of access to 
spaces and mobility allowed flexible utilization of resources for creation. For example, 
students were allowed to draw on walls and other facilities, play different games and sports 
and move around the campus with hardly any restriction. As in the ESS projects, students 
chose out-of-the-box places for their specific installations, including a hole overlooking the 
Main Entrance, a back staircase, and even a male washroom.  
Nevertheless, freedom was necessary but not sufficient. For example, students in 4B 
mostly failed in their FDA projects. Apart from being foreign to video editing skills and 
resources, they also found it less motivated to work outside campus without the guidance and 
reminders from others. They did not form a habit of effective self-management. 
Comparatively, they were able to work persistently in ESS Project Week, partly because of 
the constant supervision and progress check from Christo on campus. The comparison 
reflected again, as in the case of doing discipline, that certain needs had to be met and goals to 
be aligned in order for creative outcomes to be produced. Very often, these were related to 
individual psyches, which could not be completely neglected. Variations in capacities, 
knowledge and personalities were to be acknowledged. 
Moreover, freedom sometimes conflicted with ethics. Without presence of boundary, 
one could be autonomous and independent enough to experiment wild and sensitive ideas or 
methods of expression without the fear of any consequence. Everybody’s ideas and thoughts 
were counted as something important and needed to be heard. Freedom of creation also 
justified the use of public spaces, which were shared by a community. However, dilemma 
arose when one was not able to restrain himself from doing something destructive to self, 
others or collective good.  
“I always find the library too noisy. It’s hard to find a quiet place at school. Our home 
room is of course noisy with the boys and the girls behind me,” complained Twinky.  
Could minority needs and rights be ignored in the name of creativity? What if the 
creation was not a sustainable value-add to society but an inconvenience to others or damage? 
Should such creativity be allowed? The following is a case to illustrate this. Howard had 
always hated the political party, Democratic Alliance for Bettermant and Progress of Hong 
Kong (DAB). He criticized the way DAB manipulated elderly in his neighbourhood as a vote-
rigging strategies. In response to this, he plotted a short film which portrayed a real life 
“Robin Hood” discovering a nasty deed from DAB. During the video-shooting, Howard 
directed his actor, Nick and Kevin, who played Robin Hood in a rage seeing the hypocritical 
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banners from DAB, to destroy the banner with scissors. Unfortunately, they were arrested by 
the police in the process and were charged.  
 Regarding the incident, Christo had the following comment: 
 “Sometimes they do destructive things in the name of creation. But I don’t regard that 
as good creativity. Creativity is not just breaking boundaries. It’s also about finding the best 
way. There could be many ways of expressing the same message and there certainly ways that 
do not cause trouble or destruction if you are creative enough to think of more of them,” said 
Christo. 
 Her comment led us to further explore the other dimensions and constituents of “good 
creativity” below. 
 
Creativity Based on Traditions 
Creative contents were often evaluated in relation to traditions along two axes. Along 
the vertical axis, creativity is the upward and downward movement through unconscious 
power to create imagined narrative and iconic images to the conscious work of culture-
making. In another word, the primary capacity to dream and form associative ideation in 
one’s mind is transferred to the secondary conceptual elaboration within a framework of 
particular tradition and symbolic form in reality. From abstract imagination, one needed to 
work within traditional framework such as culture, language, materials and other contexts in 
order for people to associate with or understand the creative outcome (Abbs, 2011).  
This process was often reflected the breadth of individuals’ emotions, exposures and 
experiences in life, which affected the substance or depth of the ideas. Among the ESS 
projects, work of Mimi’s group (Group 3) was recognized as the most mature conceptually. 
Using metaphors, they first associated forest with wood, wood with life and life with a human 
body. Such metaphors must derived from previous knowledge, which was linked up together. 
Then, they successfully elicited sympathy from empathetic others for the Wood Man, who 
suffered from the pain of loss of his leg, a crucial part of his body. To be able to elicit 
emotions from others, one must have ability to feel and be compassionate first in life. Finally, 
their encoded outcome invited others to decode the pain of the Wood Man as the damage 
done to the forest. The installation signified layers of latent meanings, which were channeled 
from mere concepts to reality. 
On the contrary, Howard’ group (Group 1) lacked the ability to elaborate on the 
concepts with their associative images between food shortage and an excretion restaurant. 
Certain linkage was missing to complete the story, so as the critical judgment to realize such. 
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Limits in experience and exposure confined a more comprehensive encoding technique, of 
which success lied in practice of association in, or resonating with, everyday happenings both 
imaginatively and emotionally. This required a curious mind and time to explore and 
experiment.  
Imaginative achievement and development of knowledge both have crucial roles. 
Horizontally, creativity involves a continuous movement along the tradition-innovation axis. 
There was always constant reworking of the established conventions, notations and narratives. 
“Culture always borrows from one another”. Ideas and inspirations always come from 
existing knowledge. Yet, the constant acts of “plagiarism and theft” are redeemed by the 
further adaptations. The “stolen” materials are cast in another shape, in part derivative and in 
part potentially new (Abbs, 2011).  
The horizontal axis is related to innovations in ways of expression. Mimi’s MMPA 
performance used a voice over saying contradictive statements to the acting behaviours, 
revealing a sense of struggle to conceal one’s true thoughts in reality. On the other hand, 
Twinky used direct statements and chronological order to present her story messages. In 
comparison, the latter lacked surprises while the former drew interest from the audience. The 
messages behind each story were neutral, each was not superior to the other, but the methods 
of presentation did make a sharp difference. Knowledge of relevant theories, perspectives and 
skills, as well as ability to flexibly adapt to or even supersede one or several of them, was 
therefore an important part of creativity. However, this element was observably not a priority 
for students, who did not prefer theoretical materials. For example, they often remarked that 
Freddie’s FDA lectures were useless because there was too much critic screening instead of 
practical.  
On top of this, another institutional constraint came into place here. Visual Arts, as a 
DSE subjects, required students to produce work for both school-based assessment and public 
examinations.  
“DSE is a boundary. Visual arts should include a range of formats. Students should be 
able to submit videos or do photography. But these two media are not ‘encouraged’ by the 
Examination Authority (EA), who says that the process of photography is too short. For the 
exams, they request that you only do painting or design. Students here like to do conceptual 
work and show it in form of performances. They ask me if they can take videos and submit as 
VA SBA work. But EA said they would not accept videos. But then students have diverse 
abilities, for example sculpture or ceramics. EA does not accommodate alternative 
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assessments for these students, who have no choice but dropping VA,” said Amy, also a VA 
teacher. 
There was no doubt that EA and DSE system imposed obstacles to creativity by 
limiting forms of expression while legitimizing certain forms as arts. The end result was a 
lack of expansion of expressions and diversity among arts education in Hong Kong, 
especially in conventional schools, which taught according to examination requirements.  
“I of course have contradictive feelings. I usually encourage them to just to go for 
their ideas first then think of ways to ‘package’ to an acceptable form. I’ll tell them your work 
belongs to performing arts. For people who haven’t seen your performance, you’ll need to do 
certain documentation, such as screenshots in form of a timeline or a narrative story using 
photography. We’ll do our best to give credits to the students in their SBA work, even though 
we deviated from EA standards,” said Amy. 
 
Craftsmanship 
Although creativity preceded skill perfection, self-discipline was still essential to 
channel creativity to meaningful outcomes. “To orchestrate an abundance of appeals you need 
craft... Craft demands flexibility, ingenuity, and no small amount of imagination (Bordwell, 
2000, p. 13)”. In HKSC, craftsmanship involved knowledge and exposure to link up different 
ideas flexibly and innovatively as mentioned above, as well as the determination and 
dedication to perfect something (Leong, 2011).  
In the ESS project, the boys in Group 2 were perceived by their peers as cleverly 
choosing the easiest way to accomplish the project by simply using light projections on 
mutated animal models made from toy animal body parts. Having that said, their progress was 
not ideal from the start, spending too much time to think of how to express the theme of 
nuclear crisis. From making installations of nuclear waste, nuclear plant to mutated animals, 
the boys finally referred to popular culture for inspiration and made their decision. Their peers 
saw them hanging around the campus freely and playing often, but they indeed spent efforts 
and time trying to assemble toy animal body parts together and project light in various angles. 
The outcome was the result of their many trials. Craftsmanship was demonstrated. 
The self-discipline to practise and care for oneself was also considered as craft. Tin 
Ming described how a dancer viewed creativity. A dancer must take care of his health and 
diet to maintain a fit body shape. He must also practise and learn the right poses to prevent 
himself from getting injured. Only when he mastered all the basics and foundations could he 
transcend to another level of creativity and try out new moves and dances of his own style.  
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Nonetheless, teachers noticed that students in HKSC often stayed at the level where 
they were free to explore and became interested in certain art discipline, but failed to drill 
deeper to skill development. “Hard work and training will eventually lead to transcendence 
and more freedom because one will have more choices to express himself. The School 
obviously wants to draw students’ interests first, but lack the means to take them further. 
Sometimes I think we are bounded by the so-called ‘free ambience and style’,” said Ger.  
 As the teachers suggested, creativity was not independent from skills either. 
 
Learning to be in an Art World 
Becker noted that “all artistic work, like all human activity, involves the joint activity of a 
number, often a large number, of people (Becker, 2006, p. 1)”. “Members of art worlds 
coordinate the activities by which work is produced by referring to a body of conventional 
understandings embodied in common practice and in frequently used artifacts (Becker, 2006, 
p. 34)”. Similarly, doing creativity in HKSC was never an individual task that could be 
separated from its contexts. An inherent feature of an art world is collaborative activities, 
which rely on relationships between people who develop and define ideas and creative 
outcomes together and their established norms. Hence, communication, interpersonal skills, 
strategies and practice, understanding of common standards, evaluation processes and 
professional requirements were all parts of the creative education (Burnard, 2011).  
An art world implied that individual students were always in relation to other people. 
Instead of working selfishly, students had to learn respect and empathy by taking up 
responsibility and having consideration for others. This also echoed with what Christo 
mentioned as “good creativity” when she referred to the DAB banner incident. In fact, the 
importance of responsibility and self-awareness was often reiterated by teachers. During the 
kick-off assembly, Tin Ming gave a serious speech reminding students that as much as he 
trusted them to act reasonably and strive for better creative works, they needed to understand 
that consequences of their irresponsibility and ill-considered decisions had to be borne by the 
others. He cited the example of a group of students collecting glass bottles for their projects 
after mid-night around bar areas, leading to complaints from the parents, who thought it was 
teachers’ instructions. The School inevitably had to take responsibility of students’ safety and 
parents’ expectations. 
Teamwork and communication to agree on strategies and resolve conflicts mattered in the 
ESS Project Week. In grouping, reputation and past records was students’ criteria in choosing 
partners. Howard was not particularly close with Ollie and Twinky, but he chose to partner 
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with them instead of they boys, whom he thought was not serious enough. He appreciated the 
fact that they were all willing to plan ahead and started preparation for their installations 
early, leaving them ample time at the end. Nevertheless, they were not able to resolve 
discrepancies in opinions in an open and well-versed way, leading to an uncoordinated 
presentation in the Critique even though they rehearsed the night before. In Mimi’s group, 
task allocation among group mates was clear, enabling them to complete the installation 
effectively as well. However, they faced an unexpected issue when Kangie fell into an 
emotional trough, which they had failed to notice earlier to respond accordingly. This affected 
their spirit and progress a bit. There were also free riders of different degree in each group. 
They eventually suffered from a bad reputation among their peers, which spread their 
opinions within the network. Gradually, the art world evolved with a set of conventions and 
norms. 
The Critique was much valued among people in HKSC and was the highlight of every 
Project Week. It enlarged the art world by including external practitioners and examiners in 
the assessment of creative outcomes. These guests applied their professional perspectives and 
standards in the reviews and feedbacks. To the students, this gave them a sense of being 
socialized into the creative industry as they slowly grasped the common practice, language 
and requirements in the process. Their tutors deliberately remained neutral and did not 
comment on any of their work in order to be fair and unbiased. Instead, they were responsible 
for introducing the project requirements and assessment criteria to the audience. The Critique 
was also open for other teachers and students to join, who could freely raise questions and 
comments as they wished. Senior students were engaged in the Q&A session, a sign of the 
sense of belonging to pass on traditions of upholding the open and direct platform to critique 
artworks. For the students in spotlight, the pressure was indeed overwhelming sometime. 
Each Critique was a challenge that forced them to grow by responding to difficulties. They 
were all required to stay through the whole Critique session, so they could also review the 
work of others. This was also an opportunity for them to learn from others through 
comparison and benign competition. From the event, the spirit of art world was reinforced by 
showing collaboration, code of conduct, deliberations of standards and judgments.  
 Upon our discussion on how the art world in HKSC was enriched and broadened, we 
could see that creativity could be approached in multiple perspectives within this confined 
world, which had both overlaps and disjuncture with other larger, related societal or 
institutional contexts. 
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DOING DEMOCRACY 
 
 Defining “Democracy”  
 Democracy is typically defined by “government by the people”, in whom power is 
vested and exercised by them directly through participation or indirectly through 
representations and elections (Diamond & Plattner, 2006). HKSC believed that a democratic 
environment was necessary condition for creativity, which required free flow of ideas shaped 
by and in response to the community, regardless of popularity. Students were treated as 
autonomous beings that should take initiative to involve and participate in issues related to 
their own welfare and the collective good. Faith was rested in individual and collective 
capacity of people to create possibilities to resolve problems with critical analysis and 
evaluations (Beane & Apple, 2006).  
 Over the years, the School and its people had explored how to define “democracy” in 
their own terms. The most conspicuous formal channel was the Student Voice Forum (SVF), 
in which all students gather in the same assembly to deliberate on any issue of their concern 
without the presence of teachers. SVF took place once every alternative week. A large 
blackboard called the Wall of Democracy was set up for all to write on. The contents were 
boundless, ranging from poems, acceptable reasons for being late, lost and found items, 
drawings or swear words. There was also a weekly Public Free Time, in which teachers and 
students could organize joint activities and interest groups, thereby promoting associational 
life. Informally, the lax school rules and absence of hierarchy encouraged students to voice 
out opinions directly and made use of the campus resources as platform or space for 
interactions and collective actions.  
 Conceptually, teachers and students had interpreted “democracy” differently. At the 
foundation, we could observe a liberal stance of democratic governance that would protect 
dignity and rights of individuals and minorities by the policies stipulated in 10 Student 
Development Principles and 9 Forbidden Behaviours. Nevertheless, the types of democratic 
participation varied from time to time. Tin Ming recalled the nature of SVF when he was in 
charge of student development few years ago when students advocated direct consensus 
instead of relying on rule of majority and voting, which neglected minority voices.  
 “I don’t really care if there are many procedures or policies, as long as their voices 
are heard and we respond, this is good enough! SVF back then was like a community welfare 
meeting. We all sat at the podium on 2/F or 3/F if there wasn’t enough space. They couldn’t 
hide – they can hide in the theatre if they want to now. They would just simply say something 
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like ‘I lost something and can someone help look out for me?’ or ‘there’s not enough tissue 
paper in the toilets’…Some teachers or students found those ridiculous but I considered it a 
huge step to democracy because nobody was ashamed of their own concerns. They expressed 
how the felt right away and solved the issues by discussion, responses and actions. Wow, that 
was really great! What’s the use of so many meetings, campaigns and elections?  
 My students educated me actually. I used to believe that voting was the best 
democratic way. One year we had some really radical anarchists. They scolded at me when I 
was doing the vote and boycotted the SVF. I talked to them later and asked why they were so 
angry at me. I thought I something wrong. They said no. It was the procedure. They thought 
that such a small community shouldn’t rely on voting to reach consensus. It was tyranny of 
majority. If a few people were voting against, it meant they didn’t agree with it. Did you hear 
what their concerns were? That was an enlightenment for me!” said Tin Ming. 
 Authentic deliberation became an important aspect of democratic participation where 
participants opened up their opinions and concerns with respect and empathy for one another 
before decision-making by voting and majority rule. A successful case 2 years ago was the 
discussion on dying hair. 
 “We hadn’t really cared if they dyed their hair before but there was a time when it got 
too serious that the teachers started warning the students again. The students were furious 
because of the sudden restriction. That was why they organized themselves to fight against the 
rule. It was quite a while with many rounds of discussions, trying to persuade and gather 
support. One year later, the school rule was overthrown. The process gathered a student 
organization, in which the students gathered to discuss about school policies. Activities, such 
as the Halloween event, were their ideas, not the teachers’. They had a strong sense of 
belonging to the School so they paid lots of efforts to build something – all because of a 
school rule. We decided to let them dye their hair freely,” recalled Ger. 
 
Present Democratic Participation in HKSC 
 The democratic way of life was built upon opportunities to learn what it was about and 
how to lead it. HKSC saw it as a moral obligation as an educator to empower the young to 
become members of the public, to participate, and play articulate roles in the public space 
(Beane & Apple, 2006). Behind the scene of students taking actions to make a change, 
teachers were actually largely involved too.  
 “It’s experiential learning for the students. The craziest thing that we’ve done was a 
sudden announcement that students were not allowed to bring mobile phones to school 
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anymore. Of course it was not true. But we made an agreement among the teachers that we 
would all confiscate the phones that day. The students were more than angry, writing on walls 
and complaining. At the end of the day, we held an assembly and told them this was what 
absence of democracy meant. They realized the importance of democracy. The process only 
worked because the teachers were willing to cooperate with each other. But now…teachers 
couldn’t seem to afford the effort to run programmes like these, even someone thought of an 
idea. Others would ruin the plan by telling the students the truth,” said Ger. 
 As Ger mentioned, commitment from the teaching staff was a key factor to push any 
experiential experiences. This year, the teaching found that mobile phone usage was getting 
more serious in classes. Teacher in charge of SVF announced that a proposal of issuing “Beef 
Paper (牛肉乾 )” upon using mobile phones 3 times in a lesson would be effective 
immediately. “Beef Paper” was a mechanism for students to compensate some of their 
wrongdoings by services. No teacher had ever issued “Beef Paper”. However, the students 
were dissatisfied with the fact that the proposal was passed by teachers without any 
discussion with them. The issue was discussed during SVF session.  
 It was hosted by a group of volunteers. They were in charge of passing teachers’ 
proposal, recapping the current situations and consolidating opinions to further actions. 
Because of delay in schedule, SVF started late and overran. During the session, only a 
minority of students was engaged in discussion. Others were on mobile phones, sitting at the 
side indifferently, chatting, or putting on makeup. At the end, only 20% of the original 
audience stayed behind to discuss the issues.  
 Certain students were angry with frustration that most students were indifferent to the 
issue and simply enjoyed the freedom without contributing. “Now the F.6 were gone and we 
needed to stay strong and fight against injustice. If no one voice up, we’ll just be the same like 
any other traditional schools! I really don’t want our next incoming F.4 to be staying silent 
like this!” exclaimed a girl. 
Content and quality of speeches varied among the few actual participants. The hosts 
were particularly angry at some who talked gibberish or only swear words to express anger 
and just wanted to acted like “heroes”. For example,  
 “Let’s kill Chai Yan Leong and then 689 can start universal suffrage! Then we can use 
our mobile phones!” 
Some were easily side-tracked. For example, they started discussing the re-opening 
tuck shop after a while. 
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Of those who actually stayed on the topic, they were able to identifying the problems at 
hand and narrowing them down to three major areas, namely, the inadequacies of 
communication procedures with teachers, to accept the “Beef Paper” policy or not, and the 
need for a student leadership body. However, even though they were able to converge 
opinions into the three areas, the discussion eventually got repetitive and no one took the lead 
to start talking about follow-ups and action plans.  
The SVF ended as lunchtime approached. The hosts stayed behind and felt hopeless that 
their schoolmates were not as willing to help take actions together. They also criticized that 
seeing the lack of discipline and attention-seeking behaviours in SVF, it was doubly hard to 
convince the teachers that they would uphold respect in class and minimize use of mobile 
phones. The group did not meet up again.  
 
What Hinders Substantial Participation? 
 The “Beef Paper” policy was another attempt from the teachers to elicit actions from 
the students again. However, the effects were not as good. As we could see, most of the 
students were indifferent and stayed silent. The volunteer hosts were frustrated and no further 
actions were taken. The following SVF sessions were cancelled because teachers had other 
plans for the time. The proposal was left intact and no teachers ever carried out the “Beef 
Paper” policy.  
From here, we could see one of the obstacles to effective democratic participation was 
the irresolute and incoherent planning of teachers. We observed that teachers were actually at 
a more “advantaged” position because they could propose policies and dominate the 
arrangement of schedule. However, the plan failed because of overrunning the teacher 
announcement sessions prior to SVF, cancellation of the following SVF, and lack of follow-
up actions and cooperation to enforce the policy. Without determination and consistent 
enforcement, students were convinced that they needed not to struggle against the plan. It was 
necessary that the teaching staff reviewed the priority of democracy in their teaching. 
On the hand, students had yet to develop their civic virtues and organizational skills. 
There were both misuse and abuse of the opportunities to participate democratically.  
For the silent majority, some of them, like Mimi, Twinky and Ollie, did have opinions 
but were simply too afraid to voice out, in fear that their peers would criticized them for 
saying the opposite or regard their opinions as useless. They simply did not like to speak in 
public. On the other end of the low self-esteem group, attention seekers grasped the chances 
to show off and be in the spotlight too, leading to many meaningless and unproductive 
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speeches. It was not the issue that made them participate. Altogether, it also implied that 
students were not accommodating and tolerant enough to alternative opinions.  
The substance of discussion was often too shallow and students did not know how to 
use reasons to identify or justify the issues logically. They were not able to identify focus for 
a problem and were often easily misled. For example, they would rather discuss about the 
punishment instead of getting rid of the policy, which implied that they basically agreed with 
the presence of punishment. This showed that they still had to acquire further skills of critical 
thinking and establishing sound arguments.  
Indifference to the issue could also reflect lack of motives from students. The issues 
were not able to touch on students’ own wellbeing or concerns. Ollie considered the affair not 
worthy of any discussion at all. She believed that students at large failed to realize that the 
policy would be meaningless if everyone knew how to respect teachers in class. She would 
not face any punishment at all if the policy was carried out. For Mandy, she was not 
particularly resistant to discipline as the same rule applied in her previous school. She would 
have no problem following rules. They seldom talked about justice and common good. This 
showed that they were still far away from being familiar with the ideals of democracy.  
Another difficulty was the lack of leadership for resolution and further actions. Since 
the students only knew each other in Form 4, it took time for them to develop bonding and 
organize associations for effective collective actions, which also required know-hows and 
resources too. In addition, the students were also occupied by other aspects of school life and 
had enough on their plates.  
“After all, we just don’t expect young people their age can be organizing anything 
particular. It’s natural. They came from different schools in F.4. It’s already very hard to 
make a friend. After making a friend, you have to worry about whether he will betray me. 
There are a lot other concerns. Why do I need to represent fellow students to say something? 
That’s really needless,” commented Tin Ming.  
 
How Far should Democratic Participation Go? 
 Given the time and resource constraints of both teachers and students, the question 
was then the how to determine the scope of issues to be discussed democratically. An 
absolute democratic governance would involve listening all viewpoints before taking any 
action concerning others. Actions would then require the prerequisite of balancing various 
viewpoints into an equation that balanced special interests and larger common good of the 
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community (Beane & Apple, 2006). Forseeably, it would be a time-consuming process. The 
School did not have clear guideline on such a question yet.  
 In some occasions, the School kept students away from policy-making processes 
based on the reasons of confidentiality and privacy. For example, students were not allowed 
in one staff meeting, during which the teachers discussed the medical condition of a particular 
student. Yet, the students were interested in knowing how the School spent their money, 
which was another thing on the agenda that day. The students expressed that they should have 
the right to join every meeting, just as teachers were entitled to do so. The School agreed to 
draft a list of criteria that specified what could or could not be known to students, while 
balancing the rights of participation.  
 In another instance, the School pre-arranged the timetable and schedule of classes and 
events. Teachers had the authority to alter the plans in advance without having to discuss with 
students, who were just merely being informed.  
 “I think all matters related to students should be discussed with us. For example, they 
added Basic Literacy sessions everyday now after lunch and did not let us discuss or say no. I 
hate being ignored,” complained Mimi.  
 At the time when “Beef Paper” policy was in debate, the Wall of Democracy was 
filled with “Who Pay You Money” flyers. Behind this slogan, students’ conveyed the notion 
that they should be the “boss” of the School because they all paid tuition fees. The idea of 
how students derive and exercise power in the School and whether the consumerist concept of 
education should be encouraged could definitely be further explored. If democratic 
participation was not as satisfactory within a limited scope as illustrated, could governance be 
extended to become absolutely democratic in the School? How much power should be vested 
in the students, to what extent and why? These questions had to be discussed and would bring 
substantial arguments foreseeably in the future.  
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UNTANGLING THE KNOTS 
 
The Common Knots 
 Creativity in HKSC entailed freedom to express and participation in the community. 
The two elements were crucial to shape and be an integral part of creative outcomes. As a 
result, the spirit of democracy was enforced to encourage students to think critically, voice out 
their concerns and take collective actions for the public good. To achieve this holistic learning 
approach, the School endowed students with autonomy to interact with their surroundings 
with minimum boundaries. Therefore, the School operated within an alternative regime of 
discipline, under which students enjoyed maximum freedom for the purpose of learning and 
creations, which were the ultimate goals.  
The concepts of creativity, democracy and discipline were hence inter-related. 
Through being free without minimal confinement from discipline, it was hoped that the 
students was inspired from the opportunities and exposure, interested in solving problems 
using arts as medium, further motivated to developed knowledge and skills through 
perseverance, and compassionate about being a part of the community.  
 Unfortunately, this ideal interplay did not always occur because assumption was made 
on shaky grounds that students were all autonomous being capable of rational goal-setting in 
learning, motivating themselves to such goals and establishing linkages between their own 
existences with others. During these occasions, “disciplinary” issues arose, resulting in 
unproductive or meaningless use of time and resources, minor disturbances to even disruptive 
behaviours. Given the different affinities, abilities, and standpoints of teachers to identify and 
handle these issues, the eventual outcomes of interactions varied. Sometimes, mutual 
consensus could be reached. Yet sometimes, resistance from the students worsened.  
 Diversity was one of the two factors that lead to this tangled puzzle. The study has 
looked into the broad range of qualities among teachers and students. Diversity was prized in 
this democratic school geared towards openness and creativity. Given freedom and autonomy, 
individuals could display their identities at ease, leading to an inevitably diverse mixture and 
dynamics. Nevertheless, as in any democratic society, the challenge lied in balancing different 
viewpoints and arriving at resolutions that took into account minority needs as well as 
majority will. In HKSC, people had different interpretations of the set of ideals and put them 
into practice in variable ways. Seeing that the mixture of diversity changed each year with 
graduation, new admission and staff recruitment, norms were constantly negotiated. Everyone 
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was in their own experimentations to find the optimum way. Chaos, represented by conflicts 
and resistance, were therefore inherent in this context. 
Moreover, diversity could easily be re-phrased as “inequality” when certain traits were 
stereotyped as inadequate or inappropriate. Perceptions coming from contexts outside the 
School, such as the larger education system, societal values and prejudices, could find their 
way into HKSC via the diverse agents in the community. This added to the possibility of 
conflicts.  
 Another factor was the misalignment of diverse goals, which was the main reason for 
inertia to pursue meaningful and productive outcomes. As discussed previously, lack of self-
discipline was often perceived as the problem, which was not necessarily right. Self-discipline 
was partly linked with motives and skills. On an individual level, self-discipline could be 
associated with motivation, determination, persistence and perseverance to accomplish certain 
goals. It could also be a learnt ability in terms of consideration for others, empathy, time 
management, communication and interpersonal skills. The latter could be developed in the 
schooling context only with the condition that the motives were present. Hence, an underlying 
factor to inertia was that the School could not provide things that the students sought after, 
regardless of a conscious pursuit or an unconscious need for care and recognition. It should be 
considered a matching process that required a corresponding unit at the School to take care of 
such needs and foster their potentials and bright sides. When the matching failed to occur, the 
students were left without a sense of purpose and thus engaged in a free but aimless 
wandering.  
“Problem” of inertia did not only apply to students, but also to teachers. When the 
institutional objectives did not match with their personal expectations, it would be easy to 
head back to the conventional understanding of schooling and stick to the job duties described 
on paper. In other instances, institutional constraints and workload would also impair teachers’ 
potentials to experiment and initiate learning experiences for students. At large, teachers had 
yet to establish consensus and coherent collaborations among themselves. 
 
The Key to Untangling 
 In light of the two dominant sources of complication, the value of “respect” was of 
paramount importance to build a co-creation space for teachers and students, each adding 
value to the community while developing personally. Significance of respect did not lie in 
being a resolution, but an integral part in the process of resolution to get out of the dilemma 
and reach consensus. “Respect” did not merely mean being helpful, obedient and 
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accommodating, but also a dedication to remove labels that created divisions and status 
systems that detracted from potential and dignity. It served as a value ingredients that might 
possibly tie up loose ends (Beane & Apple, 2006). 
 Despite the diverse make up of people in HKSC, it was a fundamental human desire to 
gain respect. People often brought into their social lives their own doubts and pains regarding 
self-worth and care for others (Senett, 2004). In the case of the students, their self-fulfillment 
might be heavily damaged by previous schooling system, which only labelled them as misfits 
and outcasts in society, doomed for failures. Their yearning for love and care from others 
might turn into twisted behaviours that could potentially hurt themselves or others. Lack of 
respect could easily became humiliation, hatred and jealousy, reinforcing the vicious cycles of 
low self-esteem.  
 Respect came in two ways. Firstly, self-respect came from within by working on one’s 
talents and accomplishing tasks independently (Sennett, 2004). From the Marxist perspective, 
work is a means to self-realization to fulfill one’s intellectual and physical powers 
(Mendelson, 2011). The ability to produce meaningful outcomes independently was crucial to 
yield a sense of existence and purpose. Secondly, respect came from others by giving back to 
the community (Sennett, 2004). This involved being engaged in relationships with other 
people and the environment, as well as a sense of reciprocity that allowed mutual trust and 
understanding.  
 Such need for respect was especially important to the lost, the least and the last in 
HKSC. The lost ones referred to those who could not identify goals and a way of life to hang 
on to, thereby making excuses and wasting precious resources for trivial matters or deviant 
behaviours. The least were those who failed to acquire necessary resources to attain their 
goals, regardless of the reasons being personality, scarcity or inequality. The last were 
students who were requested to perform in something beyond their capacities repeatedly and 
failed to develop their other potentials. These students were not born problematic. Instead, 
they were simply facing situations in which they were not equipped to handle on their own. It 
was essential that we identified the misalignments and worked on providing opportunities for 
proper alignments. 
 Mechanism such as case meetings was indeed necessary. However, it only resolved 
issues after assessing measurable indicators such as attendance. More preventive measures 
should begin with daily interactions. This required teachers to be attentive to the attention-
seekers, the invisibles and everyone in between. Encouragement and little awards of 
recognition to behavioral improvements and learning outcomes should be given whenever 
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possible. Except prizes for certain outstanding performances in Project Week, rewards should 
also be given to those who paid effort and tried to make a difference. More student sharings 
could be conducted to recognize their contributions and efforts. On the contrary, instead of 
condemning bad behaviours by punishments or negative labels, rational discussion and frank 
communication should take place by engaging students to understand the consequences and 
their responsibility. In doing so, being consistent, honest and direct would show genuine 
sincerity and care, to which the students were willing to pay respect. Teachers were advised 
not to take it too personal and respected the diversity and differences inherent in their students. 
Neither should the teachers be over-burdened with the task of taking care of every students, as 
each of them served distinct functions and affinities to individual teenagers. They should also 
aware of being too involved with students that they grew overly reliant. The goal was to 
empower the students with their own potentials, instead of indulging them by spoiling. The 
objective of these practices was to demonstrate that the students had a purpose at School and 
their existences were valued. Self-worth was the pre-requisite for any further accomplishment 
because students would realize their own strengths, thereby having the ability and autonomy 
to choose what was suitable for them.  
 On top of this, sense of belonging would serve as incentives to foster bonding, 
collective pride and shared purpose to contribute to the community. Opportunities to 
collaborations were needed to give rise to mutual respect.  Many interviews with the teachers 
revealed that a lot of inter-class competitions were cancelled. This year, only an inter-class 
debate competition was conducted. Though it had good responses and effects, the momentum 
did not last long enough. Competitions were important in a sense that it made individual 
existence and their efforts be seen publicly. Students also cooperated with their classmates 
and were motivated by a common passion to win. In addition, leadership programmes could 
be implemented, giving chances for students to take up roles and responsibilities. The process 
of working together was conducive to nurture bonding, trust, compassion, empathy and 
reciprocity. These were qualities that they needed to understand their relations between 
themselves and the external world. Positive experiences would also enable them to become 
truly open-minded, accommodate differences and articulate collective good.  
 
Positioning the Institution 
Another knot that required thoughts and considerations originated from the 
“Developmental vs. Managerial” debate described previously. Foreseeably, this debate would 
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dictate conflicts in admission standards, staff recruitment, school life experiences, teaching 
and learning.  
Shall the School take on a developmental stance, students of all sorts would be 
admitted. It would take great resources and time to cater to the vast range of needs to align 
goals and fight off the stereotypes. True empowerment and alternative possibilities would be 
possible. Students would graduate with a more understanding about themselves and know 
how to care for the community in return as they went through rounds of confusions, dilemma 
and conflicts. They might not be sharp or gifted in arts, but they would be good-natured 
people. 
Shall the School take on a managerial stance, admission would be more elitist. 
Teachers would be able to transfer both knowledge and skills efficiently. Learning would be 
more monotonous because of the lack of outrageous behaviours and deviance. Teachers and 
students got along well without having to struggle. Their experience was focused on arts and 
culture. Students became specialist in their arts and were able to further specialize in tertiary 
institutions. The School would manage to gain reputation as a renowned arts school.  
The two stances would yield completely different results. Upon the end of its ninth 
year of establishment, it was high-time that the School re-evaluated its positioning as an 
education institution.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
LOOKING BACK & MOVING FORWARD 
 
The titles in the paper were all in continuous tense. It referred to the idea that the three 
sites in HKSC were all under experimentation. Everything on the campus could be 
transformed and they were constantly evolving, for better or for worse.  
I would always remember how mesmerized I was seeing the diversity and the 
(seemingly) care-free ambience at a school like HKSC. When trying to organize and present 
the data collected, I was in constant struggles between categorizing into themes and 
describing each distinct individual as a whole. I was concerned about the pitfalls of 
generalization, particularly after spending substantial amount of time to observe the subjects. 
I was fully aware that they were all constituted by complex mixtures of factors. To talk about 
them in general would be such a disrespectful gesture to their individuality. It was indeed a 
difficult task to sum up characteristics of a few people and to represent the general picture. 
There were also too many happenings occurring in the delimited space that I had a hard time 
determining which was more meaningful and useful than the other. My resolution was to 
select based on frequency of repetition and describing the research subjects in a range of 
qualities, in hope to spell out some common discrepancies in perceptions and values that led 
to the present dynamics. 
In the paper, I gave a thick description of the situations, dilemma, difficulties and 
conflicts within the three major sites, namely, discipline, creativity and democracy. What I 
covered in my paper were just worlds within a much larger world. There were many more 
dimensions to explore. Given the evolving nature of the School and the people there, my 
observations were by all means not comprehensive or in-depth enough. Below are some of 
my suggestions for further studies. 
Firstly, a literature review should have been included in the paper. This was partly due 
to the limited timeframe and the aim to give a thick description and analysis within a 
reasonable length. Theoretical frameworks were incorporated in the research findings as 
perspectives to analyze the local knowledge. It will be useful to include a more complete 
literature reviews regarding discipline, creativity and democratic schooling in order to 
compare and contrast the theories with reality in HKSC. The three major research areas of 
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interests can be further developed separately to identify more issues and analyze in greater 
detail, thus providing findings and possible resolutions on critical theoretical debates.  
Additionally, I only covered a Form 4 class in the research. It will also be interesting 
to observe the differences between Form 4, Form 5 and Form 6 students throughout their 
experience at the School. I believe that there will definitely be changes and growth, entailing 
different worldviews and abilities. A few teachers also compared past and current students. 
Direction for further research can involve alumni and past teachers and examine their 
experiences. The variations between different generations of students in the past 9 years will 
also be of value to give insight on how HKSC developed since its establishment, aiming to 
shed light on how it should go on as an education institution.  
On an institutional level, it would also be worthwhile to compare in greater detail the 
similarities and differences between HKSC and other schooling models in Hong Kong, 
regardless conventional or alternative. This serves to locate the role and purpose of education 
in creative industries and society. The HKSC community was an exact microscopic version of 
the society at large. As much as the Government promotes top-down, economy-driven 
policies, it neglects the diversity and multilateral needs of its citizens. Without respect for 
individuals across inequality and democratic participation, more conflicts and dilemma are 
inevitable in society, further dividing people along different lines. In critical moments as such, 
schooling and education should not be managed as business that catered towards the needs of 
capitalist society. The younger generation deserved alternative possibilities and autonomy to 
own their future in the city, creatively. 
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APPENDIX – A 
EXCERPTS OF OBSERVATIONS 
 
Doing Discipline 
Scene 1 – English lesson with 4B (26 March, 2015) 
The first few days in HKSC were the most eye-opening school experience for me. 
Comparing to the orderly schools with structured settings that I attended in my whole life, I 
had never imagined a space so care-free and dynamic.  
 The bell rang and signified the end of the recess. Room 308 was less than half full – 
half of them must have missed the earlier lessons, judging from the empty long desks. In the 
corridor, one could easily hear Ashton, Nick and Kevin cheering sounds of joy as they were 
each trying to get hold of the skateboard. Long watched them from the side in awe.  
 “We just slid down the slope at G/F with all three of us on the skateboard! So cool, 
right? King helped us record on his phone! I’ll let you see later,” exclaimed Ashton.  
 In contrast to the energetic boys, almost everyone in 308 was laying on their desk, 
taking a nap. The rest were using their mobile phones. Pop songs were playing in the 
background. Davis, their Class Mentor and English teacher, came in and switched on the 
lights. Most of them woke up unwillingly, except Klaire. Chun and Cami, who only just 
started being in a relationship, entered the classroom together, took the seats in front and 
cuddled more. Davis looked at the half-empty classroom and walked to the door, waving at 
the boys to come in. He then patted on Klaire’s head to wake her up again. She did, but 
seconds later laid back onto the desk again when Davis walked away. At the back, the girls 
were quiet as usual, concentrating on their own things. Loky and Catherine were reading 
comics with their earphones on while Kangie was sketching on a piece of scrap paper. Katy 
kept looking at her phone without looking at Davis.  
 The lesson started and Davis changed from speaking in Cantonese to English.  
 “We’ll talk about Imperatives today and as I have mentioned last time, we will do 
some sports today when we end the exercise,” said Davis. Girls at the at the back immediately 
looked up with disbelief and disgust, then soon returned to what they were doing. Minutes 
later, the boys outside finally came in and back to their seats in the middle rows, instantly 
adding noise to the gloomy atmosphere. Ashton immediately grabbed his Ukulele and played 
a melody. Nick looked at him with a sneer. 
 “Stop it! People are trying to sleep!” snapped Nick pretentiously.  
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 “So naughty to sleep!” replied Ashton jokingly.  
 “Humans need to sleep!” said Nick, having no intention to stop arguing while the 
whole class listened to their conversation.  
 “OK! Come on guys, please. Please take out the worksheet given to you all last time – 
the last one…” said Davis, trying to calm the boys with his very peaceful tone, and switching 
back to Cantonese without using the microphone. “OK… we’ve started our lesson already…” 
 “The last one means what?” said Long aloud innocently. Davis walked beside him 
and pointed out which. The rest of the class either had no response or reluctantly took out the 
worksheets. More girls walked in from the door and sat down at the other side of the middle 
rows without saying anything.  
 Davis then went onto the Internet using his laptop computer and projected a webpage 
on the screen, displaying the definitions and examples of imperatives.  
 “So, Imperatives are used when talking about requests or commands… Can you give 
me some examples of situations when we can use imperatives?” 
 “Siri!” shouted Long quickly. 
 “Father and son lor,” said Nick lazily. 
 “Employer and maid,” said Ollie while raising her hand at the front row, already 
starting to write on the exercise.  
 “Me and Nick,” joked Ashton and giving Nick a middle finger. 
 Davis wrote down the sensible answers on the board and said, “OK, so if you are in a 
ball game, what will you say to your teammates?” 
 “Throw it! Throw it! Throw it, you fucker!” said Long. 
 “Pass the ball,” corrected Davis and wrote on the board. 
 “Use the magic power!” said Long and the boys all laughed.  
 “Shut up Long, you are retarded!” said Nick. 
 Later, Davis gave them 5 minutes to complete the 1-page worksheet, saying that the 
homework was to be submitted the next day, so it would be best if they could finish it in class 
and did not have to do it at home.  
 Those 5 minutes ended up running for half an hour. In the first row, Ollie and Twinky 
did the exercises as requested, with Ollie constantly asking Davis if she had got the right 
answers out loud. Next to them, Klaire was still sleeping. Alicia was carefully drawing 
eyeline. Behind them, Mandy and her other girl friends were putting on lipsticks and also 
posing for taking selfies on a MacBook Air Photo Booth. They got more and more excited 
and noisy.  
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 “Hey this effect is so cute!” said Sarah, poking on Canice’s laptop. 
 “Haha! My boobs look big in this,” said Canice. 
 Davis walked in front of their desk and looked sterner and talked in Cantonese, “OK, 
do you think this is a bit over? We are having a lesson. It’s ok you don’t want to do the 
exercise in class and waste your time. But you girls are too noisy,” said Davis. 
 The girls closed the laptop and looked blankly, not knowing what they were supposed 
to do.  
 “We are working the worksheet from last time. You’ll have to hand in tomorrow,” 
explained Davis while lowering himself to further tell the girls what the worksheet was about. 
He repeated the same action to those who were sleeping and doing other things. The girls 
sitting at the back simply neglected Davis and continued to be absorbed into their own 
worlds. Mimi, sitting at the other side of the back row, slowly started doing the exercise as if 
taking pity on Davis. In front of her, the boys were making funny noises imitating a 
Chimpanzee while working on the task. Ollie walked out of the room to washroom by herself.  
 Finally, Davis resorted to doing the exercise in-class and asked the students to copy 
while they discussed the answers. 
 “Please be quiet! OK or not?”  shouted Kevin. Davis nodded. 
 “How to spell quiet?” asked Kevin. “You sure know how to spell,” replied Davis. “I 
know?” said Kevin. 
 “How about ‘Shut up’? Can I add two more words between?” asked Nick. “How 
about ‘Shut the fuck up’?” Ashton and other boys smirked. 
 By this time, Klaire had already waken and was using Whatsapp voice messaging by 
whispering into her phone. Seeing so many people were using their mobile phones, Davis 
looked a bit annoyed and went into silence. Moments later, he spoke in Cantonese again. 
 “Can you please take away your phones first, can you?” 
 The students did not put away their phones, but granted him a few minutes of attention 
by looking at him. Some started to jot down notes from the board while others fell back to 
sleep again.  
 “We are going to play Dodgeball later. But the game has to be conducted in English. 
What do you think you can say?” 
 “Be careful! Add oil!” said Ashton. 
 “Fuck it! Mind your head!” said Nick. 
 “On Nine! (from Cantonese slang, on9)” said Long. 
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 “Watch out!” said Nick. “Wo Cao (我操, in Mandarin)!” replied Ashton and Long 
promptly in unison.  
 “Don’t move. Freeze. Pass the ball,” said Alicia in a very pleasing voice. 
 “Right. Correct,” said Davis. He then continued to explain the rules of the game, 
including no Cantonese or foul language. The girls muttered at the back, looking disgusted at 
the thought of playing ball game.  
 “How about magic word?” asked Long.  
 “Oh please, stop believing that you guys have superpowers…What is the magic 
word?” asked Davis in Cantonese. 
 “Dirty words indeed,” said Nick as a matter-of-factly. 
 After that, Davis instructed the class to go down to the sports ground. The boys 
immediately rushed out to play skateboards. Except Klaire and Alicia, who patted at Davis’ 
shoulder to show sincere support, all others girls remained at their seats and unwilling to 
move.  
 “We’ll go down together, OK? This is class activity so I hope everyone can 
participate. Do something active,” said Davis and he then switched off the light.  
Some girls reluctantly followed but the girls at the back remained in their own worlds. 
Chun and Cami were also seated at the corner, seemingly having an argument. These few 
ended up staying in 308 for the whole lesson. 
On the sports ground, three girls kept sitting at the side bench and refused to join the 
ball game. One of them later returned back to Mimi confessed to me that she was really afraid 
of balls because of a past injury. Nevertheless, she joined the crowd and kept herself protected 
behind people’s back.  
The ball game was mostly dominated by the boys. It switched back and forth from a 
basketball game to dodgeball with Nick as the target.  
“Kill the girls first,” exclaimed Long. 
“Nick not die!” said Kevin. 
“Hey no reborn!” said Long. 
“Let’s kill 9 Mentor!” said Ashton, seeming to enjoying himself with the ball always 
in his hands. 
By the end, except Davis, everyone else was speaking Cantonese, featured by lots of 
swear words.  
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Scene 2 – Liberal Studies lesson with 4B (27 March, 2015) 
After seeing the Japanese movie, “Like father, like son” (誰調換了我的爸爸) with 
other classes, 4B went back to their home room at 308. Ger came in with a face mask on and 
looked sick. She then connected the microphone to the speaker and took attendance. Alicia 
and Klaire came in late. Upon sitting down, they immediately said, “we prepared for Project 
Week past midnight yesterday… So tired. Chun disappeared again…” but Chun was also 
sitting in the classroom.  
“Where’s Cho? She’s absent again? And the girls at the back?” said Ger. 
“Just mark them absent! No need give face to us!” said Ashton and pretended to be 
strict and fair. They boys laughed. 
“Can I start now?” said Ger in a sharp and firm voice. They proceeded to discussing 
about the movie with the boys always shouting out the answers and opinions, sometimes with 
funny but irrelevant remarks. Below were some of the conversations in Cantonese: 
NICK：真木洋子好好睇，AV女優 
Ger walked beside Long. 
GER：你發左神經呀？ 
LONG：我唔係打機呀，我整 POWEPOINT 
GER：HOWARD你係咪打緊機？ 
HOWARD：唔係呀。我知你問咩呀。我覺得養娘不及親娘大 LOR。 
Klaire was using Whatsapp messaging. 
GER：阿靜你呢？ 
KLAIRE : 問緊咩？ 
The boys: 真木洋子，拍拍拍。 
GER： 咁你地覺得最後個結局可以係點？有咩野 PROPOSAL？ 
LONG：人道毀滅！ 
CHUN：換妻！ 
ASHTON：CAMI你小心啲呀，哈哈哈！ 
CAMI：我覺得相處緊要過血緣喎。啲大人好自私 LOR。 
 Ger then wrote each methods on board. For each proposal, she went through the 
reasons behind and filtered the irrelevant comments from the class. She was almost shouting 
when talking with the students. She told the students to mark down the information and asked 
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them to hand in the assignment after Project Week. The assignment would be included in 
Semester 3 results. Many of them heard this and said they did not have the assignment 
guideline. Ger said she knew they would not take the guidelines themselves at the Theatre so 
she prepared some and handed out to the class. 
GER：千其唔好再 HOWARD 式交功課，寫到一半唔寫！呢度已經有晒我地頭先講架
喇。喂其實都想同你地傾下。即係你地遲到都好嚴重啦。咁有傳聞話拆班嘛，咁你地
點睇先？ 
Canice: Davis成日同隔離班講我地最跩。好似俾人睇衰咁。 
Mimi:其實我地班好好喎。 
GER: 咁你地有冇諗過可以點改變先？ 
Nick, Chun, Ashton: 我地覺得冇所謂。做好自己。 
GER: 但你地咁 HYPER你覺得學唔學到野先？ 
Ollie: 學唔到。 
Canice: 學到！ 
Long:  做自己鍾意做既事！ 
Ashton:  即係溝女！ 
Chun: 俾女溝！ 
Long: 收皮啦。 
Ger：喂但係我都想講句真心說話啦。喂。 
Ashton: 等陣先，我，殊。嗱你講。 
GER: 我唔覺得大家特別壞既。呢間學校啲學生都係咁啦。但有時個情況嚴重到教唔到
書就好艱苦。 
Ashton: 你教唔教到我地？ 
Ger: 我教到但係我每次教完呢一堂呢，好似死左咁。等如呢，啲名咀，好搞笑果啲，
可以幾個鐘頭狂講野，佢地一 OFF左係一句說話都唔講架。你知唔知點解？ 
Boys: 因為好鬼攰 LOR。 
Ger：因為你要將最多既 ENERGY 谷晒係個節目入面呢，令到人聽到嘛。但我係唔介
意大家跩既，但係最大鑊既係，因為大家太嘈既時候呢，我要用晒所有力量先至可以
吸到你既集中力呢，三個鐘喎，黃子華棟篤笑都係個半鐘。痴線，個半鐘咋，八個鐘。 
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Chun: Ger你可以去開棟篤笑架！ 
Ger:我唔要呀，我想教書呀，我真心說話話俾你聽。今年中四成績冇乜所謂嘛。我都
唔係要你考試好叻，但係你乜都學唔到行出去，我咪嘥氣 LOR，好慘。 
Ashton：of course la 
Ger: Not 你個死人頭呀。你唔好代表我 feeling. 
Ashton: ok I know 
Ger: 所以我唔會同人講 4B係最跩既咁樣。 
Mandy: 但我聽人講 DAVIS係成日咁樣同人講。 
GER: 我唔知啦。但我呢度既規例啦，我覺得大家互相尊重 LOR。你可以講野，但唔
好太大聲阻止到我嘛。 
Mandy: 乜隔離班真係好乖咩？定係佢地訓晒覺咋？ 
Ger：唔係架。我有時都懷疑係咪我教得唔好嘛。但有次聽堂既同事同我講番呢，真係
最 HYPER係你地班。 
Canice: 咁我地有青春活力嘛。 
GER: 最悲哀果野係，佢話我 FEEL到啲學生係聽緊你講野既，但你真係講得好辛苦。
我知大家唔係衰到貼地既。喂唔好拑電話住先啦。即係我知你地係有聽書，俾緊反應
我既。但個反應係會令我好辛苦 LOR，可唔可以 tune低少少個 level呢？ 
Mandy: 但活躍啲唔好咩？ 
GER: 我覺得活躍啲係學到野我 OK喎。喂你食屎架？聽電話？上緊堂喎。喂唔該你地
番去做左去。如果你做做下覺得攰，蛤一陣，唔好訓著左冇做就交，知唔知道。 我想
今年大家既合格高番啲。好唔好？ 
Mandy: 好！我唔想分班呀。英文堂就得同其他人一齊上！ 
(Ashton playing African drum) 
Canice: mix 埋啲人上堂好怪呀。 
GER: 係嘞，如果我都厭棄你地，就 Bye bye la。你地遲到 quota好滿, 有退學危機，小
心啲。 
 The bell rang and the lesson ended.  
 “食煙” said Nick, and Ashton and Kevin followed. 
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Scene 3 – DCA History Lesson with 4B (16 April 2015) 
 It was the break after Chinese lesson. Cami played with the African drum. The boys 
were playing with their mobile phones on some games. Canice and Long were playing with a 
wooden toy. Girls at the back were sleeping. In the front row, Ollie put her feet onto 
Twinky’s lap. Alicia sat alone at the corner, fixing her makeup.  
 Dunet, the CPOP Art History Tutor, came in and shut the door, making a loud bang. 
People gradually walked back to their seat. 
 “Dunet, we are playing SIM city!” said Ashton 
 “So outdated? You kidding me?” said Dunet while setting up the computer, which 
projected the slides on “The Story of Arts”.  
 “Howard, why didn’t you hand in your homework last time?” asked Dunet. 
 “I finished but forgot to hand in!” said Howard and passed him the worksheet. 
 “OK, hurry up. We have limited time today. Can’t finish all slides,” said Dunet in a 
fast pace but with an assuring voice.  
 Some F.5 students opened the door and sat at the side to attend his class at this 
moment. Dunet started without waiting for anyone and began with architecture of churches in 
the 13th century. Everyone in the class was listening. The girls were mostly taking notes while 
looking at the slides. The boys, though not jotting down the points, listened attentively quietly. 
 Dunet used a ruler as pointer to illustrate his points. He talked relatively fast but 
slowed down as he was explaining the architectural differences and terms. At some important 
points, he would instruct the class, “Take notes of these. Very important!” The class would do 
so accordingly. 
 Mia was late for school and just reached the classroom in the middle of the class. 
Dunet was talking about Notre Dame in France. He then shared his travel experience. 
 “I’ll advise you guys not to go in August, if you ever go to Europe. It’s less expensive. 
I went travel with my then girlfriend in Europe. We spent only 20-30 Euro per day. But we 
got into a scam and lost 60 Euro on our first day. So scary,” said Dunet. 
 “You then girlfriend is your wife now?” said Cami. 
 “Yes, let me pretend I have more girls in life, can you? You only like to hear things 
like these…” replied Dunet. “OK, back to Goethe tracery. If you ever consider having tattoo, 
do consider having tracery tattoos – a lot better than having tigers and dragons, right?” 
 As they were copying another point, Ollie read out loud the English translation, 
“coloured painted glass”. Beside her, Alicia fell asleep.  
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 “Please copy the names of these churches. If you ever go to Paris, remember to go 
there and look. It doesn’t cost anything as long as you are quiet. You have to dress 
appropriately without showing too much flesh. Must-gos for budget traveller.  
 “Dunet, your boobs are so big,” said Ashton. 
 “Cut them!” said Long. 
 “吹咩。我準備既時候都反思會唔會真係悶。會唔開心架嘛驚備課果時。但我覺
得好有趣喎！理得你丫。真係好重要。點樣欣賞背景，分別，發展，你去到望就會有
好多野俾你睇。我都好感恩我果時有學過呢啲野先去，識多左好多有趣既野，多左好
多細節可以去睇。所以唔理得你悶唔悶。其實我都介意既，大家加油啦! 真係唔似香港
啲教堂閂晒門唔俾人入.” 
 He went on to talk about Monet on the Rouen Cathedral. He then asked the class to 
write down the names. “老蓮咁大隻字抄低 OK? Finish? Not yet? 3 more seconds.” Then he 
just moved on to another slide on Virgin Maria. 
 “Why is she virgin?” asked Cami. 
 “Yes because she was still 老處 when she died. This is to represent her purity,” 
explained Dunet.  
 “咁個個處都係聖母啦，點驗証” said Ashton. 
 “Who are the little people besides?” asked Mimi. 
 “They are the angels,” said Dunet. 
 “Why are the disciples looking the same?” asked Chun. 
 Students were interested in the architecture and art paintings, thus asking questions of 
the details. Dunet had to skip certain slides because time was running out. At last, he shared 
the story of the ruler he was holding for the whole lesson. It was called the “Ruler of the Art 
World” with the names of important artists marked on it. He passed the ruler for the class to 
see. He wrapped up the lesson by sharing more about his travel plans in the future. 
 “I’ve discussed with my wife about going to Europe again. I asked her which city she 
wanted to visit again most. She said Florence,” said Dunet. The bell rang at this point. But the 
students sat still and kept listening. “Florence is where Giotto di Bondone came from. He was 
the first one who put in imagination into painting, portraying more than the reality that the 
Bible describes. His work is more than technical and that makes an important hallmark for 
artworks. OK, done! Where’s my ruler? Any question?” 
 At this point, Mandy just came back with her takeaway noodles. 
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 “Except DCA/FDA, are their any chances where we can get in touch with you? I like 
hearing talk about yourself and your family,” said Cami. 
 “My son doesn’t like to play with you though,” said Dunet. “Are there any assignment 
you want to submit? So few? Are you all asleep?” He then got all his stuff and just left in a 
fast pace.  
 
Doing Creativity 
 Prior to the Project Week from 30 March to 2 April, 2015, Christo, the ESS Tutor 
revealed the project brief and allowed brainstorming of ideas, writing up proposals and 
discussions on details in the last 4 lessons, each last for around 2.5 hours.  
Excerpt 4 – ESS Lesson on 19 March, 2015 (THU) 
 I met Christo in ESS Room 307, which was also Christo’s studio/office. On the desks 
were the cardboard models of the previous assignments. The students came in one by one. 
Ashton started playing Ukulele. They were seated by groups. She said she had already marked 
all the model works.  
“But I haven’t completed!” said Canice, who was still working on her models.  
“But yesterday was the deadline.” Said Christo. “And you didn’t want to present 
yesterday.” 
“It’s hard to gather you guys but I have things to say,” said Christo when the students 
were still coming in. 
“Let Christo say her things!” said Alicia out loud, trying to please Christo. 
The students were still chatting and some did not want to let go of their model works, 
still wanted to work on them.  
“If you carry on like this, you can’t hear about the briefing for Project Week,” said 
Christo. Eventually, the class was settled with Christo being silent. 
The title for the Project was Installation for Ecosystem. Christo led the discussion on 
what were the possible issues related to environment and ecosystem. The students gave ideas 
of all sorts spontaneously and shouted from their seat, getting in hype again. Some groups 
were already discussing their availability over the next week to work on the project while the 
lecture was still ongoing. Some were disengaged and just chatted or played with mobile 
phones. 
The class was separated into 6 groups, ranging from 3 to 6 people as a group. They 
could either choose making a model with planning or real site installations for experience on 
Open Day. External examiners would assess the final projects on the Critique Day, on which 
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they would have to give presentations on their work. Christo narrow down the environmental 
issues to 6 themes. She then handed out A3 size paper for each group and assigned one theme 
to them. She requested them to draw a mind map and gave limited time for them to 
brainstorm whatever ideas they had onto the paper. She then asked them to pass the paper to 
the next group and repeat the same process. After several rounds, she then stopped and each 
group got its topic for the project.  
After that, Christo proceeded to giving examples on site-specific installations and 
works on eco awareness. The class started to lose attention as lecture went on, most leaning 
against the table and being quiet.  
Having gone through the powerpoint slides, Christo asked the groups to brainstorm on 
specific topics on the title. They had to decide on whether they wanted to make models or 
installations by today, then further discuss details on a concrete sub-topic.  
The students looked through their brainstormed ideas. Some went directly to sleep. 
Some groups researched online with their mobiles. Others were discussing and chatting. The 
lesson ended by all groups wishing to do a site-specific installation.  
 
Excerpt 5 – ESS Lesson on 23 March, 2015 (MON) 
Christo first handed out the project brief and return brief template. Chun and Cami, 
the couple, were late for class and the whole class said, “no eyes see”. Christo continued with 
her case sharing on environmentally related installations. Some captivating pictures would 
capture the class’ attention. But in general, the class was not really interested in listening. Yet, 
Christo wanted to make sure that they understood the requirements and meanings of “site-
specific”. The works she picked were also related to the themes written last time. Her students 
seemed not to comprehend this point. Christo had to address certain group to pay attention 
and pointed out the obvious. The students realized they could take reference on similar 
directions. Apart from utilizing the “silent strategy” while they got too noisy, Christo would 
also wave her hands to certain chatting students to get their attention. She would also directly 
address their names and asked them if they had any question or if they could repeat what she 
had just said. For almost half of the lesson, Alicia was in the corridor outside talking on phone. 
The lecture ended with Christo asking questions on key concepts and recapping the 
requirements.  
Returning to the discussion on project brief, Christo first stated that the return brief 
had to be done by today in class. She rationed that punctuality as very important for a 
professional designer to report and be responsible to his or her clients. At this point, the 
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students seemed to be more attentive and looked through what they had to fill in on the 
template.  
Christo moved on to talk about the details of the Project. Each group was to pick a site 
anywhere at campus. The installations should be durable enough to keep until the Open Day 
on 2-3 May, 2015. Good works would be chosen to be displayed for public to experience. The 
gallery at ground floor would be open for productions starting from the next Monday. The 
groups were then given 20 minutes each to go out and explore spaces at campus for their 
installations. They would have to compromise on the choice of sites if more than a group 
picked the same space. Fortunately, that did not happen. The groups were asked to take 
photos of the site, make measurements and analysis.  
As the groups went out one by one, the remaining groups were supposed to discuss on 
the ideas and started to fill in details on the return brief. Christo walked from group to group 
to help them on the brainstorming and formulation of ideas by drilling deeper in certain 
directions and on an idea, but also telling them the limitations and constraints given by the 
feasibility. At first, the groups would continue their discussions on the ideas for the 
installations. It was evident that they had discussed over the weekend as many had already 
limit the scope to one specific issue related to the theme. However, not many of them actually 
write down the thoughts on the return brief. Some of them were engaged in random chats, 
taking selfies and sleeping. Mandy’s group was constantly discussing makeup or making fun 
of Long. Alicia kept mentioning to every people she saw that how poor it was to have her 
birthday during the Project Week but no one really wanted to respond to her. Occasionally, 
one or two of them would look at the brief and tried to write down something, but stopped 
when they did not know what to fill in, especially the dimensions and reasons for choosing 
the sites in relation to their ideas. Ashton was absent that day. Nick researched using Christo’s 
laptop on mutated animals while Kevin just fiddled with mobiles. They did not have any idea 
on what to do yet and was slightly behind in terms of progress. The most productive groups 
were Howard/Ollie/Twinky and Mimi/Rhianna/Kangie/Loky/Catherine groups, who already 
discussed everything on the return brief and completed the tasks required. Their ideas were 
approved.  
Mandy’s group came back with some photos in the digital camera. Christo urged them 
to start doing the return brief. But as soon as she walked away, the girls started putting on 
make up again. Christo reminded them again that they had to hand in brief today. They then 
realized the tight timeline and went to do sketches and measurements. Alicia, Klaire and 
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Hung came back with a huge argument with lots of swear words. Klaire angrily left the 
classroom, accusing Chun for always sneaking out with Cami and could not cooperate well.  
The class ended. Christo asked her students to research on design methods and 
materials. I asked Christo for the recommendations of certain groups to focus on for my 
research. She suggested Mimi’s group as they were ones with consistent and stable outcomes, 
a type that became the majority among the new incoming students. She also suggested Ashton, 
Nick, Kevin and Katy’s group because they could be explosive if got motivated. Katy was 
rejected by Mimi’s group because of her previous tendency to become the free rider.  
 
Excerpt 6 – ESS Lesson on 25 March 2015 (WED) 
 Christo further elaborated on the logistics during the Project Week. Students must be 
present in the morning to take attendance until 1pm. If they needed to go out after 1pm, they 
must have prior approval from her. If anyone was absent during the Project Week without 
valid reason, the whole group would not be able to present. She also stressed on the 
commitment required to the Project Week. She reminded each group to do good 
documentation of the process for their portfolio. She said that the portfolio was very 
important to apply for art school or a career in the art industry. It was the asset for an artist. 
She hinted that the presentation could be in any format – can be a performance or a video, 
stressing the ability to go cross-discipline.  
 The next two lessons were spent for the groups to further develop the ideas and do 
preparations like allocating tasks, gathering materials and producing the details parts. The 
progress of the groups varied. Some groups were able to work on their ideas already and 
made little pieces to be used in the installations. Some groups still needed to develop on the 
themes as their ideas did not suit the requirement or not feasible to be done in 3 days.  
 Before the last lesson prior to the Project Week ended, Christo said something to 
encourage the class. 
 “我知而家未真係開始 PROJECT WEEK，大家都冇乜向心，唔知係邊度。真係
動手做緊既人唔多，同所諗既野差距仲係好大。我好希望大家會真係記錄低你地做既
野，好好咁做 portfolio & powerpoint，我對你地係高期望，並唔係好似其他老師講到士
氣咁差。真係有心令全校對你地改觀。你地係做到架如果認真做。我好刻意咁想開放
日 SHOW 你地啲 WORK 出黎。 WHATEVER 老師或其他科目對你地有微言，至少我
睇到你地係做到， 諗 IDEA係 OK。PROJECT WEEK話就話一個禮拜，但其實得三日，
一日 CRITIQUE。要完成一件立體作品真係要俾心機，整件無悔既創作出黎。唔係話
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要同第二班比，但我希望你地可以睇下人既水準同認真。好好利用你既時間。喂你地
FDA 肥左咁多人，我暫時未睇到我果科會咁。唔可以成班都 PASS 架咩？你地要做到
我先可以幫你地 FIGHT 多啲機會。拖，遲啲先拍，機，夜晩先打。同埋，提多一樣，
你地問 WINGO 借工具係要俾 DEPOSIT，因為其他班都要用，你整唔見，或者壞左，
人地都冇得用，記住要還。” 
 
Excerpt 9 – Kicking off the Project Week on 30 March  
 All classes gathered at the Theatre. The first session was on the selection of DSE and 
DCA subjects for Form 5. Teachers explained the requirements if students wished to take the 
subjects as electives. Next, they explained the procedures for indicating preferences. 
 Tin Ming, coordinator for the DCA curriculum, talked to the audience. 
 “已經去到第三個 project week，好特別，大家相信已經好熟悉。我而家好認真
同嚴肅咁講，希望大家借野會識得還同埋有手尾，學識承擔自己同學校。星期五既時
候，有家長打電話黎鬧我，話點解我地會容許啲學生三更半夜仲係街上面搜集特資。
佢話我地係大人，點解諗野咁唔MAKE SENSE，係咪冇腦，點會要求啲學生咁樣做。 
 我唔相信會有老師叫啲學生咁做。而點解我地會容許有啲時候俾學生留夜，係
因為藝術學校既學生會緊張佢地既創作，需要啲工具而屋企係冇，或者佢地啲 WORK
好大份。如果你地係留係學校或者去邊，你地自己係有責任去交代，如果唔係，我就
被出賣喇。 
 其實呢個家長係好有義氣咁一齊去搵物資。你地要知道，我係要幫你地承擔，
你地做得唔好，係成 pat屎淋去我個頭到。我係當你地係大人，而大人係要做到誠實勇
敢，如果超乎能力所限，就唔好做咁多。如果你勇敢，但要我執手尾。好似啲腳架借
完唔還，跟住我又俾人怨點解冇得用。你地冇責任，成校係要同你一齊承擔。 
 今個 PROJECT week 得四日，但我見到有啲同學成熟左，星期五六會留係度開
始做啲野。我希望大家做人處世上面都可以成熟啲。 
 其實我好嚴肅，點解你地仲可以傾偈？ 
 選科既野都好重要，有唔同既風險，兩年之後就要面對。唔單只係興趣，亦都
係同能力掛勾。跟住落黎我想播三段片” 
 The first clip was called “Who I am and What I want” 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=cR0PA0bwP4Q). His pointed out that it was time for the 
students to think about who they were and what responsibilities and actions were entailed. 
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The second clip was a dance performance (https://youtu.be/Ifn9cqbVGpI) and he wished to 
inspire his students with the form of expression of stories. The last one was a production by 
Sean Penn on 911 (https://youtu.be/wifr5sgBXGo), using an alternative method of telling 
stories.  
  
 
Excerpt 10 – Group 1: Howard, Ollie, Twinky 
This group worked on the theme “Food Crisis”. They picked the male toilet on 1/F as 
their site and decorated it like a restaurant serving excretions as food (食肆（屎）), as an 
imagination to tell the public what it would be like to be in a food crisis. They used 
wastepaper and plastic tape to make dummy humans, made menus and decorated the place as 
a local food stalls together. There was a reception at the entrance of the toilet. Their progress 
was very consistent from the start and started preparation earlier than other groups. They were 
able to finish the installation on the third day and even had time for rehearsal for the 
presentation. Ollie was sick and absent for one day. Twinky was responsible for the 
documentation and making of powerpoint. Howard was in charge of the video. During the 
presentation, they showed a video of themselves acting as the waiters serving customers into 
their cubicles for a “buffet”.  
Twinky and Ollie were best friends and always left out Howard, who felt he was a bit 
isolated but appreciated the good time management and preparation of the team. The team 
seldom got distracted and focused on their work during the three days, returning to the site on 
time and wasting no time. Ollie was a bit picky on things and did not want to enter the toilet 
as she considered it dirty. She often had conflicting of suggestions with Howard, who was 
considered as a “dictator” over the girls. They argued over the initial ideas for the installation. 
However, the girls were not very good at articulating reasons so Howard won. There was also 
a time when Howard suggested they should move the dummies to the toilet on Monday, but 
the girls thought it was too early, albeit giving in. Later, Christo asked why they moved in so 
quickly and was afraid that someone would destroy their work before presentation. Christo 
and also a senior student gave comments to Ollie and Twinky on how the restaurant could be 
decorated more real, including sticking up photos with “celebrities” at school and putting 
utensils. Twinky abided obediently, though she was already very tired. Howard felt slightly 
irritated that they did not discuss with him. During the presentation, Ollie insisted on saying 
about her other initial ideas, which Howard considered irrelevant so he grabbed the 
microphone to continue with his speech.  
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The overall comments to his group on the Critique were that the presentation was not 
well coordinated and included a lot of irrelevant information. The external examiner thought 
that the presentation and work was not impressive enough to let people think of the message 
behind it. Instead, it looked like a cheap joke merely to make fun using excretions. They 
could have develop more on the transactions and worked on a storyline to intensify the 
message.  
 
Excerpt 11 – Group 2: Mimi, Rhianna, Kangie, Loky, Catherine 
 Mimi’s group worked on the theme of “Deforestation”. Their work, the Wooden Man, 
was seated at a rectangular hole at 1/F, overlooking the main gate of the School. The idea 
came from discussion from the group, each proposing ways to show a message that humans 
were over-consuming and nature was hurt. Originally they wanted to make a Wooden Mother 
sacrificing her Wooden baby, which lied on the ground and became our daily consumption 
products. But Christo said it would be too time-consuming to make two Wood Men. 
Therefore, they modified the idea. The final work showed the Wood Man with a broken leg 
on the ground, smashed and became magazines, paper bags and newspaper.  
The team had very clear division of labour and time management. They attended 
school within the regular period and could leave early on the third day. The inner body of the 
Wooden Man was made of newspaper and the head was made of wool ball by Rhianna. 
Kangie was responsible for cutting large woods into small ones and shaped the legs. Mimi 
polished the wood pieces for Loky to stick it on the body. Catherine was responsible for the 
documentations and powerpoint slides, though she was not seen to be involved in the craft 
work.  
Kangie, being passive and timid, worked on cutting the wood for the feet all day, 
looking sad and almost cried. Her teammates were working in other areas and did not realize 
her emotions. Christo stepped in and discussed with them the progress and whether they 
already had enough wood pieces. She also told Kangie that she should have voice out her 
concerns and difficulties with her teammates. Later that day, Kangie was seen climbing out of 
the window of 3/F and walked to the air conditioners. Her teammates and Christo were 
shocked. Loky walked out and comforted her, bringing her back indoor.  
The team won an award on the Critique Day. Their work fulfilled the requirement of 
being site-specific while had an impressive message that would make people reflect upon 
themselves. Their work was displayed during the Open Days.  
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Excerpt 12 – Group 3: Kevin, Ashton, Nick, Katy 
The team worked on the theme “Nuclear Energy Crisis”. Nick got the idea that 
Gorzilla was actually a mutated lizard arising from exposure of nuclear energy. Their idea did 
not come until the last 2 lessons. Kevin wrote the return brief in a rush. Katy was indifferent 
to the progress the whole time. They wanted to show an experience where visitor witness the 
transformation of animals due to nuclear energy. They chose a back stair as their site. 
Originally they wanted to make a site installation with nuclear wastes, animals and Gorzilla. 
However, Christo reminded that they really did not have enough time for such a large-scale 
work. Ashton then thought of playing with light projections. The team decided to go for it. 
Christo asked them try how they could make projections in the stair case.  
On the first day, they did not come up with how to make the projections of Gorzilla 
and mutated animals. Yet, they were still enjoying themselves in skateboards, taking nap in 
the Gallery or wandering around the campus. For Katy, she was assigned the task of doing 
documentation and powerpoint. She was often seen using mobile phones and sitting alone 
without helping out. They decided to buy materials in the afternoon and did not come back 
until the next day. They bought some miniature animal toys and torches. Ashton suddenly 
came up with the idea of making a soundtrack for the installation. Ashton and Nick went to 
record the sounds. Kevin fixed the torches by hiding them with white cardboards. Ashton was 
then seen to cut up the toys and resembled them into different mutated animals. The three 
boys could hardly be seen at their site, the Gallery or on campus with their high mobility. On 
the evening of the last day, the mutated animals and torches were already stuck on the walls.  
During the presentation, the examiners were impressed by the idea of using light 
projections. The experience with sound effects was stimulating. The work was shown on 
Open Days too.  
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APPENDIX – B 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
 
Interviews with Teachers 1. 點解會去創意書院教書？教咩野學科或行政上負責啲咩？教左幾耐？ 2. 書院之前／現在，係書院外其他方面做左／做緊啲咩？ 3. 根據你自己讀書／教書經驗，書院同其他普通學校最大既分別係咩，係香港存
在既價係邊？ 4. 你會點樣形容書院既學生？根據你認識，可唔可以將書院既學生分類？ 5. 以前同現在的學生有咩改變？past 10 years and generation 6. 咩野學生最適合書院？ 7. 現時收生準則係點，想收啲咩學生？跟以往有冇改變？ 8. 創意係咩？書院所追求既創意係咩？你同唔同意，或點樣實踐？ 9. 你認唔認同讀藝術或做創作既人一定係會 “Leh Feh” 放縱？自律同責任本身係創
作過程或書院生活入面緊唔緊要？ 10. 你所教既科目藝術本身或行內既人對自律／負責任等有冇特別既要求？你會點
樣引導學生呢啲要求？ 11. 你會點樣形容你同學生既關係？你係書院老師/mentor既角色點樣定位？你覺得
你有冇咩野框架擺左係同學身上？ 12. Dse 同 cpop tutor／mentor／老師之間有冇分歧？或你個人有冇一啲係唔認同其
他老師或學校行政方面的事？ 13. 係書院教書有咩挑戰或困難？你覺得自己適唔適應／適唔適合係書院教書？ 14. 你對學生既學術／功課／評估上既要求或目標通常實唔實行到？對你點評價自
己老師角色重唔重要？點解？ 15. 會唔會介意有學生唔聽你講書，而你想傳遞既信息佢地收唔到？有咩感受？ 16. 有咩係你不接受既行為？學生有啲咩行為會令你好嬲或會鬧佢地？有咩底線一
定唔可以過？ 17. 學生有啲咩野會令你開心／感動／有得著？ 18. 你理想既學生係點？ 
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19. 你期望學生畢業之後有咩野成長或變成一個點既人？ 20. 你會點樣控制課室秩序？你經驗裡面有咩方法最有效？例如有咩風格／行動係
會特別吸引到佢地既注意力？或你點樣因人而異咁各施其法？理論／活動 21. 評論 4B 22. 書院或你個人現時有用咩規矩、罰則？幾時開始有？845，校服，染髮等如何有
共識？ 23. 你評分準則學生著唔著緊？有冇阻嚇作用？ 24. 有冇參與過咩深刻的 Case Meeting? 點樣決定 pass／fail／升班／留班／踢出校？ 25. 你點評論學校紀律或者同學上堂自律既情況？你認為成因係咩？你用咩態度看
待或會有啲咩野行動處理？ 
a. 遲到 
b. 走堂 
c. 校服／打扮 
d. 唔聽書／上堂訓覺／過份活躍／用電話 
e. 食煙／隊草 
f. 唔交／欠交功課／不合作／對抗 26. 你認為學生唔自律、懶散、冇耐力既原因係？你會有咩野對策？會唔會變相限
制左佢既創作／創意？ 27. 書院內自由民主既尺度或風氣有冇改變？ 28. 學校紀律／同學自律負責同自由開放既風氣，或校政民主化可唔可以並存？ 
a. 你同唔同意書院自由開放既方針？對創作幾重要？ 
b. 將權力下放俾學生重唔重要？太自由太民主會唔會有問題？點平衡？ 
c. 評論學生利用民主程序去爭取訴求的成效？有咩促成佢地咁？ 
d. 9大發展方向同 10個不接受行為有幾有效？你認為點解要咁訂？ 
e. 根據以往經驗，老師（你／校方）同學生有咩予盾或對立？點樣解決？
（染髮問題） 
f. 你對近期的手提電話方案有咩法？ 
g. 以前學生既處理手法同而家有咩分別？（如染髮） 
h. 你點睇學生既行動力去執行佢地想做既野？ 
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Interviews with Students 
1. 入書院之前係邊度讀書？開唔開心？岩唔岩自己？點解？ 
2. 點解會入黎創意書院讀書？你最想係書院得到啲咩？ 
3. 你覺得創意書院適唔適合自己？點解？ 
4. 創意書院同普通學校既分別係邊？書院係香港既存在緊唔緊要？ 
5. 你覺得你屋企人或其他人點睇創意書院學生？你自己覺得點？ 
6. 咩野人最適合書院？你期望你地下屆既學生係啲點既／邊一類既人？ 
7. 書院所追求既創意係咩？你覺得你有冇實踐到？ 
8. 根據你自己既認識，可唔可以將書院既學生分成幾類？ 
9. 想揀咩野 CPOP？點解？ 
10. 會唔會考 DSE？點解？ 
11. 你期望係書院畢業之後會做啲咩？職業？理想成為點樣既人？（或冇諗過？） 
12. 最（唔）鍾意咩野堂？點解？ 
13. 你對咩野科目最叻／有困難？ 
14. 你自己上 DSE堂同上 CPOP堂態度會唔會有分別？ 
15. 你會點樣形容你地班上堂既情況／氣氛／專唔專心？ 
16. 上堂既時候你多數做緊咩？ 
17. 你覺得上課時間同堂數／安排／點名合唔合理？ 
18. 番學既時候，令你最開心既係做咩活動？最唔開心係做咩野？ 
19. 係咁既氣氛下你覺得你學唔學到野？ 
20. 你覺得你掌唔掌握到老師要你學既野（可以每科講）？ 
21. 最（唔）鍾意邊個（幾個）老師？點解？ 
22. 你點樣形容同老師既關係？有冇對立或矛盾？ 
23. 你覺得係咩野情況下會激嬲老師／或會俾人鬧？抵唔抵俾人鬧？ 
24. 你鍾唔鍾意你果班／對你果班有咩睇法／關係點樣？點解？ 
a. 4B：點樣睇人地話你地係最差／洩？你覺得係唔係？ 
b. 4B：想唔想改變？可以點樣改變？ 
c. 4B：聽聞過要拆班，點睇？ 
25. 你果班有冇人退學，知唔知點解？你對佢地感覺點？ 
26. 邊（幾） 個係你最 friend既同學？點解？同其他同學有咩分別？ 
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27. 對於做 group project，你最信得過／最想同邊啲人一組？點解？ 
28. 你鍾意自己一個做野定一 team人做野？ 
29. 你身邊同學有冇做過啲咩行為係令你唔開心或討厭？ 
30. 你自己既功課或 project表現點樣？ 
a. 通常可唔可以準時交貨？點解？ 
b. Dse功課 
c. Mmpa 
d. Fda 
e. Ess 
f. Dva 
31. 你覺得功課／project多少合唔合理？ 
32. 你對評分／成績著唔著緊？還是肥左都冇所謂？點解？ 
33. 對上個 cpop week 過程同結果你有咩野評價？ 
a. 老師 brief／guideline有幾重要？ 
b. 老師／tutor既角色係咩？有咩作用？ 
c. Idea 點樣黎？最初到最後有啲咩野改動？ 
d. 實行順唔利？有咩野阻礙／挫折？ 
e. 擺左幾多心思時間落去？點樣安排時間同進度？ 
f. 夠唔夠時間？ 
g. 合作有冇問題？有冇令你不滿既地方？ 
h. 最令你滿意既地方係咩？ 
i. 有冇自己唔滿意既地方？點樣可以做好啲？ 
j. 相比起頭 2個 cpop project 有冇進步？ 
k. 4B: 你覺得 christo講既野（唔夠耐力，但相信你地有能力可以做到）岩
唔岩，有咩野感覺？ 
34. 點先會留班／俾人踢出校？驚唔驚自己會咁樣？如果你係，會有咩打算？ 
35. 入左書院咁耐，覺得自己有咩改變？ 
36. 你有冇對自己訂立咩野原則／目標／要求要係創意書院做到啲咩？ 
37. 其實正常既校服／打扮應該係點？點解跟或唔跟？會有咩野後果？你會點樣應
對？ 
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38. 你對近期老師提出的手提電話方案有咩睇法？ 
a. 你覺得老師提出既方案合唔合理？點解要服從／對抗？ 
b. 你支持 SV/EOS 既方向嗎？ 
c. 你會用咩行動去支持你既諗法？ 
d. 同學做既野有冇效？點解？ 
e. 你自己上堂用手提電話既情況？用黎做咩？ 
f. 牛肉乾係咩？對你冇有阻嚇作用？ 
g. 而家老師係點樣對待你地用手提電話？ 
39. 你贊唔贊成只有九個發展原則同十個不接受行為嗎？ 
40. 你覺得你做足幾多成？點解？ 
41. 你覺得自律緊唔緊要？你自唔自律？點解？ 
42. 需要校規存在嗎？現時會有啲咩野罰則？合唔合理？ 
43. 遲到情況嚴重嗎？點解會遲到？要承擔咩後果？對你有冇阻嚇作用？ 
44. 走堂情況嚴重嗎？點解？走堂去做咩？要承擔咩後果？對你有冇阻嚇作用？ 
45. 點䏲／會唔會係學校食煙／隊草？係咪可以接受既行為？點解要食煙？如果要
食煙，會係邊度食？ 
46. 可唔可以舉例講下仲有咩野事件你係不滿老師或校方既行為或決定？你做左啲
咩野去回應或反抗？最後點樣解決？點解會有呢個結果？ 
47. 你認為創意書院裏面有幾民主／自由？好唔好？點解？ 
48. 你點睇學生既行動力去執行佢地想做既野？ 
49. 自由同民主對你地創作重唔重要？點解？ 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
